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PREF ACE .
Tin: public will not expect a preface to a disquisition on Constitutional
Law, which can s;o far to eucourage them, in the perusal of a legal argu.
ment; but when that public are informed that the argument was not to
change the title to a farm, or test the Constitutionality of a bank charter, but
that it was made for the deliverance of four thousand human beings from
bondage, and to overthrow the Institution of Slavery in the State of New
Jersey, farther attempts at apology or to propitiate their kind perusal,
,vould seem unnecessary.
Several distinguished gentlemen of the bar ha"e been so kind as to
wish to see this argument in a more perfect form than could be C..'\'.pected
from the desultory notes of a reportCJ', which only glanced at some of the
most important topics which formed tho basis of discussion; to meet
which desire, and contribute a single mite., to the deliverance of my countrymen from Slavery, it is hoped, will insure the reading of the following
pages.
AS.
Nw, York, J'vM, 1845.

SLAVERY IN NEW JERSEY.
SUPREME COURT OF NEW JERSEY
THE STATE,
vs.

EDWARD VAN BUREN.
THE STATE,
vs.

JOHN A. POST.

l

Writ of Habea.< Co,7111.~.
Writ of Habe11< Corpw;.

Jilcforc tlJe Justices .of tlJe Supreme <!fourt of New Jerst!l,
TuE HoNOR.lBLE CmEF JusTICE HORNBLOWER,
Aud Judges Associated, NEVIUS, CARPENTER and RANDOLPH.
E. P. PALMER, Esq., Petitioner for the Slave and Apprentice.
ALVAN STF.WART, Esq., of the State of New York, Counsellor and Advocate for the slave and apprentice, admitted to argue these causes by the
courtesy of the Court. ·
A. 0. ZA13RISKIE, Esq., of New Jersey, Counsel for VtcN BuREK.
JosEPH P. BRADLEY,· of Newark, Counsel for JonN A. PosT.
These causes were argued before the Hon. Justices of the Supreme
Court, at the Capitol in Trenton, on the 21st and 22d day of May, 1845.
MR. STEWART occupied about eleven hours, and the defendant's counsel
five hours, during two days and an evening.
The argument in these two causes, in behalf of Mary Tebout, held, in
the first case, as property, until twenty-one years of age, her motlrnr being a slave, and she being 19 years of age; and in the second case, Wi/.
Liam, a colored man, claimed by JouN A. PosT as a slave for life, being
about sixty years of age. Returns to the Writs of Habeas Corpus were
duly made on ·w ednesday, the 21st of May, 1845, in these causes respectively, before the .Justices aforesaid. These writs had been granted 011 a
previous day, on motion of ALvAN STEWART, E'lq,, in open Court.
The object of those writs was to test the institution of slavery in the
State of New Jersey, which the Counsel for the slave and apprentice contended was abolished, by the first section of the Bill of Rights, in the
new Constitution of this State, which went into operation the 2d Sep•
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tember, 18-14. The defendant VAN BuRF"I, by his Coun.~el, returned to
~aid writ, that ••e held the said .Mary Tebout, by means of several imcrmedi:ue conveyances, from a person who owned the mother of said
Mary; the said mother being a slave for life, and that the l'a\d Edwarcl
claimed to hold the l'aid Mary, as his property, until she was twenty-one
years of age, i-hc now bein~ nineteen years old, by virtue of a Statute,
passed for the graclnal abolition of ,;!awry, in February, 1820, by which
all slaves born previous to the fourth July, 1804, were slaves for life, and
all children born of said slaves after 1so,1, were <lcclared free, but to be
held by the owners of their mothers as apprentices were ; who were
bound out by the overseers of the poor, males till twenty-five years of age,
and females until twenty-one. The said male until twenty-five, and
female until twenty-one, were held by the owners, their administrators
and assigns, as 1iroperty, or ns other ~laves are, until their time was out.
The return in the cai-e of Jom, A. PosT was the same in substanre,
that he held the said Willi:un, a colored man, as a slave by virtue of the
law aforesaid, being born before 1804. To the11e returns general
demurrers were put in, alleging the iustitntion of 11lavery was abolished,
and that the returns did not state sufiicient authority to authorize the
defendants to hold said pcnmns To which there was a joinder in
demurrer.
Both of thc"e causes were argued together, clepending on the same
lawi; for their su11port, ancl for the purpose of obtaining a judicial deci"ion, overthrowin~ the i-ystcm of slavery in New Jersey, in all its parts.
The followin~ pal!t·s are intended to he the substance of the argument
nncl reply of A1,1·As ~TF.W4RT, Esq., of New York, who appeared for the
slave an<I servalll, as their C'onnsel.
The first article of the new Constitution of New Jersey, of September,
18-14, is entitled" RIGUTS .A.ND l'RIVlLEGF.S."
" All men arc by natnrc free and independent, and have certain natural
and nnalienablc rights, among which arc those of enjoying and defendmg life and liberty, acquiring, posseiosing and protecting pro1)erty, and of
pnrsui11g and obtaining safety and happiness."
It was suppo~ed there wrrc from seven hundred to one thou,;and slaves,
and from twenty-five hundred to three thousand i-crvants or more, who!c
liberties were involved in the argument nnd dcci.J!iou of the;;e causes, as
well as the institnt:011 itself.
ALv.1s Sn:wART, Esq., arose and invoked, as he said, the kind consideration of this Court, while he endeavored to break. into a new, and almost
uncultivated region, to explore and investigate the long neglected rights
of man to his own body anti soul. The Courts of om country had sounded
the depths of human learuin~. and all the vast storos of history, and the
remai11i; of antiquity had been overhauled, sifted and analyzed, with
metaphysical sagacity, to determine with judicial accuracy, all the rights
which men had to property, lands and tenements, corporeal and incorJlO·
real. F.verything in the slmpc of human acquisition had been ngain and
again labored and belabored by the highest talents of the land, until learning
and g<'11im; could do no moro. to add to man's pobscssions; wl1ile the great
riqht of man to l,im~lf, while innocent ~rlf-ou:ncrtdiip, under nll circumstances, is a great qnestio11, which Im>< rather been grazed than lifted up,
shunned than embraced, or duly considered, in all its mighty amplitude,
and it:-< solemn importa11c•f1; and then only at distant periods of time, and
under the greatcsL<l isaclntntage in point of time, place, posit'on and c1rcumst1111l'e. The controver.-it"" nbont lauds and estates, and the perwnal
righti; of freemw, with all tho subtle rmnifications of tl1e 1<choolmen, of
various legal quc~tions of our age, have been 11rcssing the highest ju1li-
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cial forums of our land for decision, and constitute much of the drudgery
of counsel, and labor of the judges. A modern legal opinion of cotmsel
or judge is, that it is hw opinion that he has clearly discovered what was
the opinion of Chief Justice Mansfield, or Lord Thurlow, on this question,
when Lord M., or Lord T. saw fit to express an opinion on this subject.
Considering the mighty questions of human liberty placed under the
control of twenty-seven State Constitutions, their laws, and tl1e Federal
Constitution and acts of Congress, and the ten thousaud forms i11 which
human liberty may be abused, from the most horrible slavery, to the
slightest invasion of a trespass ; it seems passing belief, to be told, there
is not one volume of reports, arguments and decisions, touching the great
inalienable rights of man, invaded as they are, by communities, states
and mdividuals, as a regular commerce carried on in crushed and violated
human rights, assaulted in every direction, overthrown, trodden 1mder
foot as they are, at every step and angle of passing life. The attention of
our countrymen seems to have been turned to the contingencies and
appurtenances of our race, rather than to man, and the elevation of the
race itself. Congress has shown more anxiety to protect the hats, the
boots, and the coats which men wear, than the heads they cover, the
bodies they surround, and the feet they enclose. That grave assembly
can dispute from Christmas to dog-days, about the Tariff, Protection, Free
Trade and Revenue, while a petition to abolish slavery in the District of
Columbia, to give a man to himself, a wife to a husband, and children to
their parents, is received with profound astou.ishment as a moral anomaly,
and when the honse has recovered from its surprise, the petition being
so completely at right angles with the course of a republican Congress, that unread, UllJ?rinted, undebated, and undecided, it is orderetl to
lie upon the table, until the clerk removes it to its sepulchral silence in
one corner of the Capitol, to rest with the other entombed memorials of
a nation's dishonored humanity.
Nothing has been held so cheap as our common humanity, on a
national average. If every man had his aliqnot proportion of the
injustice done in this land, by law and violence, the present freemen of
the northern section would many of them commit suicide in self-defence,
and would court the liberties awarded by Ali Pasha of Egypt to his subjects. Long ere this, we should have tested, in behalf of our bleeding
and cmshe<l American brothers of every hue and complexion, every new
Constitution, custom, or practice, by which inhumanity was supposed to
be upheld, the injustice and crueltv iliey contained, emblazoned before the
great tribunal of mankind for condemnation; and the good and available
power they possessed, for the relief, deliverance and elevation of
oppressed men, permitted to shine forth from under the cloud, for the refreshment of the human race.
Yet these laws and constitutions should have long ere this felt the
weight of judicial pressure, and their good or evil been made prominent to
the men of America, and the breadth and depth of the stream of national
justice ascertained, so that we might know the exact distance between
our self-glorifications, or our pompous anniversaries, and the pretended
magnitude of our personal liberties, as compared with the st.em and
inexorable mauda:es of judicial decrees; or what was the difference
between an abstract dogma of liberty, and a practical decision of tyranny.
Alas ! said MR. S., how vast the distance between an abstraction and a
practicality! Oh! when, said Mn. S., shall we see that glorious day, when
the lion and the lamb shall lie down together 1 that dar when the law,
with its mercy, shall be extended to all, when none shal be 1;0 powerfnl
as to override its injtmctions, none so low as to fal1 be11cath its merciful
protection, defending all in their possessions; the h man in his castle,
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the poor man in his liberty, aud the value of his labor, whether iu the
wildernes!I, or the city, 011 the highway or in the closet; let this law of
liberty brace the strong man 011 hii< journey, and its precious heathiugs
lill the lung!< of the infant in the cradle.
Oh ! {or rlw (l'lnrious day when we i;hall have freedom for nil, wages
for labor, i>ducation for all, mercy to all, justice for all, and God's religion
in all!, Mn. S. said it \\-:t, n horrid thought, that in the 19th century, there
!!hould be found cducat,•d men, who were so weak, or so i1?1,orant, as to
suppoi<e the title to tho great inalionahlc God-given rights of life, liberty.
and the pur,111it of happineRs, depended upon the complexion of u lmmau
being, whr>tll<'r white, l.ilack, brown, red, or in combinations of these,
with curled o: long hair, thick or thin lips; the body is the casket, tho
soul, the immortal mind is the jewel. The jewels arc homogeneoul<, the
ca.c;ket,- may be infinitely diversified. To deny the existence of the jewel,
from the c-::i-.kcts being more or less plain than some other we have seen
(when Wl' know the jewel is within), is not moro absurd than to make a
man's right t,, liberty <lepmd upon the color of his !<kin. But, said MR. S.,
such are the r;1w material of apologies for gros,- wickedness, and the Yileness of tllf' material i-; ne\·cr improYcd by its manufacture. The ra,,..
material, its manufartur<', the manufocturer, and the com,urner of such
strange 1iroch1t'tions, ought to be liottlcd and hermetically scaled, where
they might 1>1• seen tl,rough a g-lasl! case as ccrtmn /usu~ 't1a/lmz, or as a
calf with two tail" and 110 head arc sf.'en in some of our museums.
In order. said :\lR. S.. to understaucl the blessings which the new constitution of thi~ State 0011!1 ·rs on the subject of Jil.icrly, it may not be .IJ!li,;.,..
to look, for n fl'\\" rno1111•ntq, nt the vnst age,-, of the world, on thu subiect
of slavery, and see how the men of autiquity ~aw and treated this terrible perversion of lnunan rights. The ancient worlc.l, before the advent
of our blessed Sa\·iour, was filled with this awful crime. All 1wgan lands
abounded with idolatry and slaYery. But the glorious new religion.
wherever. it made a lodgment, amidst cruel scourging~. the fa~got ancl
the flame, the block nncl the cross, the dungeon and the gibbet, obtained
t he ascendency; and thi:-1 dreadful institution fell Lefore the mercy of the
cross. From the conversion of Constantine in UlC 4th Century, until
the 12th, Christianity fought her victorious battle with slaverr, and came
off conqueror and drove it from the entire reg-ions of continental Europe,
or wherever Chri,::tiauity obtained a foot-hold throughout Chri~tcndom.
To be :-ure, said MB. S., there existed, owing to the Feudal Law, a sort of
serfdom, in some countries, which was different in appellation and character from the chattel-hood of slavery. Time foils, said l\ht. 8., to tell
how the various device;, of Pope, Pontiff, Bishops, ct•elcsiastical councils,
decrees of council~, of kings, diets and parliament:-, accomplished <lUJ:!llg
w hat is culled the dark agc,:-this mo:-t glorioul-' work.
Said Mn. S., hut the cver-memorahle year of 14!1:.! came for ever to be
reckoned the most wonclerfnl in the history of our race since our Saviour
was born,- n new world was discovered by Christopher Colmubns, the
gmndc.-.t man of his race.
The human passious lmr,;t into a mighty 11.amc, fed by the nccur:sctl
thi!"-t of g-ol!I, discon•ry, nut! con<juest. The peac·cahle and inoffensive
reel man of the island,- of the Anti! t•s wa~ forced a,, ,-)aves to do work in
the fieldl- m1t! in the min!'s; and that age of innor•eut red men, a whole
generation of which fon11cl tint mcrrv in death, which their i-pani,h con.
querors denied them. The good Lm (\uas, moved by n considerate :sympathy for the rNl man, ab.~nrclly rccommt•ndcd to hi,-, prince and country, to
repeal ~l:n-cry n~ to tlw rPd man who ronld not eudnre its cruelty, and in
lieu, al>duct 1111d kidr1aJ1 laborers from tJw 1.iumiug tropics of Afocn; ancl
from 1520 this dreadful woull(l w,1~ opened iu the side of Africa,
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which has continued from year 10 yl'ar, and from century to century, to
flow on without. internus.•ion, until this very hour. For more than 300
yen.rt< has Afric,a been dei;poilc-d of her people hy the kid11appers from the
nations of Clmsrendom, until Chri;;te11dom iu thr1•p C'cnturiPs had made it
the law of nations to rob the men of ,\frica of life, liberty. nnd the pursuit
oi happiness, and made and revived the extinct law of s l:werv, and with
arn1<'ll bands marched into defenceless Yillages on th<? l'-cnc!?nl and
Gamhia, set their habitations at midni~ht on fire, and with pi-,tols, swords,
fetters, and ropes, pnr,ncd and overtook the distr:H'ted pPoplc all(! hound
and sent them to thi.:; contmeut amidst lmngn, thir.-t. co11t:1g1011, disease,
and 1lc>ath, the survivors in the pirate's ship, and in a lafl(l nf strnnl!"r",
they were sold to clragout life on tltc plantation of tho bn11ght1', the thankless, and the rrucl. By such deplorable means has this eoutincut fought
agnin><I her own pro,-perity.
Mn. 1-TEWAR I then ,-.aid he had two ca~e~ in )us mind, which illustm1ed
what all knew respecting slavery, and few- whose opinions were entitled
to respect would dare deny them.
Said Mn S., lifting his head and turning to the north-en~t, directing all
to look, ancl "'oe what they rould hehold on tlll' last clay of J\'ovcmber,
1620, on the confines of 1he Grand Bauks of Newfoundland, Lo. I hchol<l.
one little solitary tempest-to.st and wcnther-benten ship, it is all that can be
seen on the lenl[th and hrcadth of the vast intcrvcning- i<olitndcs, from the
mehu1choly wil1ls of Labrador and New E11gfand's iron.hound shores,
to the wef<teru coast.« of Ireland and the rock-defended Jlehritlo~, hnt one
lonely ship gn•cti. the eye> of ang-els or of men, 011 this !!rcat thorou!?hfnrc
of nntiou~ in our age. Next in mor;il grandeur, wa,; thi,; ship. to tho ~'!'cat
discovpror's; Columbus found a Continent; tlw May.flower brought the
seed-wheat of stares au<l Empire. That is the May-flowPr, with its ~ervant.~ of the Liviu~ Go,l, their wives an<l little one", ha~tcnin!! to lay lhe
foun<latious of nations in the occidental land:; of tho ~eurnir -sun. ·11car,
tho voice of prayer to God, for hi~ protection, and rhe glonons mu~ic of
praise, as it breaks into tho wild tempest of the mighty deep, upo11 the
ear of God. Here in this ship are arcat and goo<l men. Ju!Stice, mercy,
humanity, re-.poct for the rights o( all; each man honorrd, a.'> he wa.,
useful to himself and others; labor respected, law-abiding men, constitut'iou-making and respecting-men; men, whom no tyrant could
conquer, or hard,-hip overcome, with tho high commif<sion sealed hy a
spirit Di vine, to establish roli!!ious and political liberty for nil. 'fhi.:i ship
had the embryo.clements of all that is useful, great and s-raud in Northern institutions; it was 1hc great type of aood11css and wisdom, iJl11,-.1mted in two and a quarter centuries gone bye; it was the good gouiu,; of
America.
But, look far in the l'OUth.cast, and you behold on the same day in 1620,
a ruw rakish ship hastenin.i.t from tho tropic,-, ~olitary and alone, to the
New World, ,vhat is shc ? She i~ freighted with the element,; of umnbccd
evil, hark! hear those rattling chaim,, hear that cry of despair and wail
of an;.rnish aR they die away in the unpityi.ng cliM.anco. Listen to thoisc
shockin::r oath", the crack of that flcsh-c11tti11!? whip. Ah f it iR the lir-.t
cargo of ,la,·e« ou their way to Jame,to\\'ll, \ ir::riuia. Bcholtl tho 1\lnyllowcr anchored at Plymouth rock, the slave "hip in James river. E:wb
a Parent, one of the prosperous labor.honoring, law-snstainin(I' i11,11t11tion~ of the North; the other the Mother of !<la\'ery, idlt•ness, lynch.\nw,
ignorance, unpaid labor. poverty, and clnelling, 1lespoti:-<m, the cea.~c•le;.~
swill!; of the whip, and the peculiar iu~titntions of tho l-outh. Thi>se
ships arc thP reprcr"entation ofi{ood and evil ir1 the New World, evc11 to
our day. \Vhcu shall mw of tho~e parallel lines 1·ome to an end?
Mn. STEWART then proceeded to tlw definition and ori,rin of tho worJ
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slave. He cited the encyclopedia under title, slave, as authority. The
word, according to Vossius, is derived from sclavus, the name of a
Scythian neople, called the Sclavoni. The Romans called slaves sert1i,
from serva~e, to keep or save, being such as were not killed in battle, but
were saved, to work or yield money. A slave bred in a family was
called verna, hence our word vernacular, or the slave's tongue.
A Roman slave being set free, took the cognomen of his master for hls
sur or sir-name, and his slave name for his Christian-hence, our surname means the name of the lord or sir. So curiously has slavery interwoven itself in the affairs of meu, that all men are made most singularly
to feel tLe disgrace of the institution in their paternal name. The Romans
had those called mercenarii, who had been rich, bnt having become
poor, sold themselves for a time.
The Greeks had those c.alled Prodigals, who, having lost their estates by
their extravagance, were sold to discharge their debts by law, for a longer
or shorter time. Delinquents to the revenue, or unfaithful snbtreasurers
of the Roman Empire, were sent to the oar as slaves. But Tacitus
describes the most remarkable slaves, De Moribus Germanorum, called
enthusiasts, who were gamblers, who having staked and lost their
money, goods and lands, finally staked their own bodies, and if they lost, the
strong and the young lifted up their hands and received the fetters thereon,
from the aged and weak, and ,vere marched off forthwith to the slave
market and sold by the winner as slaves for life. This was done under
the code of a gamblers honor.
Those are the two kinds, among the ancients, of slavery, voluntary and
involuntary. Some think slavery did not exist before the Flood. But
Alexander Pope thinks differently, and says,
" Proud Nimro1l first the bloody chase began,
A mighty hunter, and his prey was man."

A man has no right to sell himself, and if he had, he could not bind his
posterity. A man is not allowed to kill himself.-Blac. Book 1, C. 14.
Montesquieu Spirit Laws, B. 15, C. 2, and ti.-Botb say, if a man might be
takeN in war and made a slave, this war-right of the captor could not
extend to the captive's posterity. This alone would abolish slavery.
The Romans exercised the power of life and death over a slave. So do
slaveholders in the United States under certain circumstances; if the
slave refuse to work, he, the master, may, by slave law, whip and beat
him until he is dead, uuless he submits to go to work; or if a slave
attempt to run away, and the master commands him to stop, and he
refuses, the master may shoot him down, and the slave laws of more
than ten States say, amen. The Romans were very cruel, and had an
Island in the Tiber, where by law, they might send old, 11Sele.~s and sick
slaves to starve to death or die. It is said as an evidence of slavery's
hardening of the heart to human sufferiug, that the elder Cato sold his
superarnrnated slaves for any price rather than maintain them. The
Romans had slave dungeons nuder g-ronnd, called "ergastnla," where
the slaves were worked in chains. The same in Sicily, which country
was cultivated by slaves in chains. Emms and Athenio excited an insurrection of 60,000 slaves and broke up the dungeons.
But we are more immediately interested in the light in wliich our
English ancestors viewed these great questions of human rights, and we
have derivl'd most of our ideas of law and liberty from that interesting
sonrce. The case of Somerset, to be found in the 20th Vol. of British
State Trials, also in Long's Reports and HmTows', is one of manifold interest. It was justly said by that great lawyer u.nd civilian, Mr. Hargrave,
the counsel of the slave Somer\'et, though greatly aided in his brief by
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that eminent philanthropiP.t, Granville Sharp, "that slavery comtpts the
morals of the master by freeing him from those restraints so necessary fot
the control of the human passions, so beneficial in promoting the practice and co1tlirming the habit of virtue." Itis often da11gerous to the
master, as exciting implacable resentments on the part of the slave.
Said MR. Sn:wART, slavery communicates all the atllictions of life to
its victim without leaving scarce any of the pleasures ; it depresses the
excellence of the slave's i.ature, by denying to the slave tl1e ordinary
means (lf improvement an<l elevatiou iu the social scale of existence; lt
brings forth tile gross, malignant, cruel, mean, deceitful and hypocritical
portions of human nature, without a counterpoise or a power of suppression. The slave is always the natmal and implacable enemy of the State,
he owes it nothing but deadly hat.e.
Said Mn. S., instead of the Constitution and the laws beiug his shielJ
and hit'> inheritance, they are emrloyed to strip ltim of his natural rights,
of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, existi11g antecedent to ai,
human compacts; a11d wh1t should be employed for his protection anti
defence in the shape of law, is nsed for his prosu·ation and destruction.
It is the element of constant fear to the family and the State, and is
therefore real weakness to the Stare from the constant apprehension from
insurrection at home, or invasion from abroad, when it is alway;;
expected the slave will range himself iu the ranks of the invader of the
laud. The slave has no country, uo real home for which he will fight.
Judge of the surprise of General La Fayette, said Mn. S., when on the first
\fay of being introduced to the American Congress in Philadelphia, in the
summer of 1i77, he listened to tl1e extraordinary request of South Carolina
to be released from raising and equipping the quota of troops designed
by Congress to be raised by that State as her proportion in the eventful
struggle of the Revolution, ou the ground if she spared that number of
troops from the State, it was feared chat there might be a servile insurrection, that it was necessary tl1e troops should remain at home to restrain
a domestic enemy in her own bosom. If all the States had been under
the weight of slavery like South Carolina, our lndependence could never
have been achieved. Such States as Sonth Carolina may bluster an<l
threaten tllcir brethren in time of peace with nullification and revolution,
but when war comes, her power to act out of her own territory will be
in the inverse ratio of the noise and threats she made in time of peace.
The enemy of her own household will furnish a good market, not only
for her capabilities but her courage. If tl1e home market is the best one,
she will find one at her own door, as runple as her J>roductions maybe
nbundant.
In the late war, about midsummer of 1814, this nation, said Mn. S.,
was overwhelmed witl1 shame, grief and astonishment, at the capture
and sack of the city of Washi11gton, by a body of :British troops, soldiers,
sailors and marines.
The public authorities had sufficient notice of the enemy's intention,
the militia of the three cities of the District, and of the surrounding co,111ties i11 the adjacent portions of the old States of Virginia and .Maryland,
could have driven the British force into the sea, had not a report been
universally circulated 011 the morniug of 1he battle, and on the battle~rou11d at Bladensbmgh, that the slaves of che District and of the adjacent
counties, from which tl1e militia were drawn for the defence of Washi11gto11, were to rise that day in insurrection dnring rite ausence of their
masters. The moment tlu~ British npproached om troops, President
Ma ii sou, with the Secretaries of the Depawnents, fled from position to
position, abandoning, as all who know the ground, oue favorable place
after another, and finally retreateil eight miles from Bladensburgh to

--
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Washington, and at last the retreat became a general rout; each man
having his mind on the danger he feared in his own house or plantation
from the insurrection of his slaves, rather than the i1mnediate work of
defending the Capitol of the nation. This, said Ma. S., is a 11crfect
solution of that disgraceful affair. It was the natnral consequence which
the weakness of a servile population creates, and the fear in a day of
adversity which it will inspire.
Ma. S., said he learned the cause of our disaster in 1818, while going
over the ground of this disgraceful retreat, with a General, who was a
Brigadier on that mortifying day, who assigned the above reasons to Ma.
S., as the cause of this most shameful result.
· Ma. S. said, John Locke declared a right to preserve life is inalienable,
that freedom from the exercise of arbitrary power is essential for the
exercise of this right.
Said Ma. S., iu the si..-...:th year of the reign of Edward m., 1334, a law
was enacted declaring that all i<lle vagabonds should be made slaves,
fed on bread and water or small drinl,, and refu.se meat, and should wear
an iron-ring around their necks and legs, and should be compelled by
beating, chaining and otherwise, to perfom1 the work assigned, were it
never so vile; the spirit of the English nation could not brook this, as
applied to the most abandoned rogues, and repealed the law in two
years after its enactment. But nothing places the judiciary of England
on higher ground, than it.-, patient -..vork. in extirpating villeinage from
England. It was an institution connected with the fendal system, and the
Norman Conquest of 1060, and the other conquests obtained in previous
ages, and was nearly allied to slavery, in everything but the name, so
that it is supposed at one period, there was not less than three quarters
of the population of the kingdom, who were either villeins regardant, or
villeins in gross. The dishonor of such a state of things has been so
deeply felt by thousands, who arc descendants of these bondmen in
England, and who now rank high iii the scale of society, that there is
rather a desire to conceal tha11 reveal the odions state in which our
ancestors existed; therefore, David Hume and l:>ir William Blackstone
are very niggardly in dealing out information on an infamous and obsolete
institution, so humiliating to our ancestors, and humbling to their
descendants.
But, said MR. S., to understand the terrible hardships endured and suffered by our ancestors, for many generations, and the glorious way of
their deliverance by the judges of England, may furnish us with valuable
deductions, which may be applied to solve any difficulty growing out of
the causes nuder cons1deration, by learning what use a court may make
of lau to establish justice.
A villein in blood and by tenure was one whom the lord might whip
and imprison. The villein could acquire no property except for the lord.
" Qu.idquid acqu.iritur 3ervo, acquirifor domino." A villein regardant P.assed
with tho land of his lord, on which be lived as a kiud of property lilrn the
trees, but might be severed and sold when the lord pleased.-Co. Littleton 117 a. If he was a villein in gross, he was a.it hereditameut, or chattel real, accorcFng to the lor,\'s interest, being desccndablc to the heir,
when tlte lord was absolute owner of the soil, and to the executor, when
the lord was possessor for only a term of years. The common law held
if both parents were villeins, or the father only, the issue were villeins.
The child at common law followed the condition of tho father, Pnrtus
seq1titur patrem; while the civil law held, Partus sequ.itur ventrem. Therefore, it was a departure from all principle, for the slaveholders of tho
United States, who if they inherited anything from England it was the
common law, to substitute the principle of the civil law, because they
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could make more money by it, and say the child in slavery should follow
the condition of the mother, when the common law said it should follow
the father! But why reason on a subject, when brute force and selfishness stand in tho place of right reason and truth? Had, said Mn. S., the
doctrine of the common law been followed, slavery from its mulatto-ism
a significancy of the times, would have been in its last quarter. The
object, said MR. S., of drawing this all but obsolete learning from past centuries, was not to make a public parade for the sake of its strangeness;
but to show i11 the great st.rnggle, in past ages, between slavery and liberty, how the judiciary of England conducted itself in those encounters
between the powets of light aud darkness.
The Courts of Law in the .British Isles, from the Conquest down, employed every intendmcnt ofhnmanity, every device, every fiction, in behalf of
the unfortunate serf. One rule was for the court always to presume in
favor of liberty; but in some thirteen Siates of our Union, if a man is of African descent, he is presumed a slave, until the victim proves a negative. Jn
England the onus probandi lay on him who asserted slavery or villeinage
to prove it. If a villein prosecuted a writ of flomint Rcplegiand.o against
his lord, on the trial the lord had to prove affirmatively the plaintiff was
his villein, and the villein, though the plaintiff, might stand still in court
till that was done by the defendant. The lord's remedy for a fugitive villein was the writ Nativo Jlabendo, or Ncifty. If the lord seized the
villein by his writ of Natiuo Ilabendo, the villein procured the writ of
Romine Replegiando, or Libertale Probamla.
By the writ of Nativo Ilabe)l{lo, the master asserted slavery, and if the
master was once nonsuited, he could never sue the serf again, and the villein might plead the record of nonsuit as a perpetual bar. Not so, if the
poor villein was nons11ited on the writ of Homine Replegiando, or Libertate
Probanda. He might sue again for his liberty, and the record of nonsuit, if
made ten times or more against him, could never be pleaded or used against
him. The slightest mistake on the part of the lord, or accident, was laid
hold of by the court to defeat the recovery of the lord.- Somerset's Case,
20th vol. of Haswell's State Trials. So this honorable court of New Jersey
should do, said Mr. S., under the new constitution of this State-the constitution adopted by the people in 18-14. This court, in accordance with
the noble example of England's judiciary, should make every intcndment
in behalf of your bondmen, as between the selfish aJl/l cruel demand of
slavery and the ceaseless cry of liberty. Give the slave the benefit of
every sensible doubt, which may cloud the mind of this Honorable court.
Sllciug, or being sued by a villein, freed him. The lord's granting him an
impatlance, manumitted him, or asking an imparlance of the villein did
the same. Almost, said Mr. S., the last case of villeinage reported, was
near the year 1600, on the accession of James I. Crouch's case is reported in Dyer. All of these obstructions thrown in the way of this sort
of slavery, are most interesting legal relics of servitude, showmg the meta•
physical dress in. which it was clothed by our subtle and ingenious
ancestors. These were patterns of extinct fashions of opinions, now only
to be found in the ponderous tomes of antiquity, garnered up in the library
of the legal antiquarian; as the visors, steel and brass armor, of the
10th century, disclose to us the mode and appearance of the knights on
the field of battle in the days of chivalry.
To establish villeinage, the villein must be pro,·ecl snch by two other
male villeins, ex eodem stirpe, from the same stock, or the villein might confess in open court, being a court of record, that he was one. The female
villein was not allowed her testimony to prove a man a villein. A villein
was called nativus, as well as villarms, from the lord's villa , natitJtU
from being found on the scil-a native. The lord, on declaring on :i. wrii
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nativo habuulo, had to bring his two witnesses with him at the same instant he declared, and if he did not, the villein went for ever free. A man
might plead bastardy, in himself, father, grandfather, or ancestor, and if
the plea be true, chat alone manumitted the viUein, for the filius nullius est
filius populi. For iI there was a link of illegitimacy, it set the line of descendants from the bastard free, because the lord could not show that he
was the son of his bondmen in particular.
Another pica of the villein was called adventi.ff by the Norman French
Law, showing that a person was born off from the manor, and if true, it
set the man and his descendants free.
Said MR. S., Sir Thomas Grantham, about the year 1684, bought a monster in the East Indies, aud l;>rought him to England as a show. The
monster had growing on his breast, the entire parts of a child, except its
head. The monster being carried through the kingdom as a show, was
baptized, and he brought a writ of llomine Replegiando against his master,
and was set free.
Said MR. S., l have done with villeinage in England,-snch in a dark age
was the view which learned jurists and judges took of this 'im\Jortant
matter. The judiciary in many countries have been, at different
11eriods of civilisation, the last branch of human government, to feel
the force of popular opinion, jn behalf of liberty, or employ its power in
accelerating the march of freedom, or the overthrow of strongholds of
fortified oppression. It is not, said Mr. S., a matter of complaint that the
judiciary is the hold-back power of the State, or conservative in its character, bnt with all that, it has a high mission to <lischarge on the part of
liberty. And the English Judiciary have shown the world during those
dark ages what they understood to be contained in their commissions,
touching England's bondmen, even, under the iron rule of the haughty
Norman and his imperious descendants, who, by rights of conquest, and
by the subserviency of supple parliaments connected v;rith the agency of
the Feudal System, had reduced four-fifths of the iuhabitants of England
to the conditton of villeins regardaut, and villeins i.11 gross, attached to the
soil, or the person of some grandee of the realm, as slaves, whom their
lord might scourge, sell, or transfer with the soil, or at will.
The judiciary of England became the Temple of Mercy to which these
unfortunate bondmen cast their imploring eyes for relief through a succ.ession of five cruel centuries, during eighteen generations of men
The courts of English law during this long period, employed all the
subtleties,fictions, and presumptious, in wbicli t.he English Law abounds,
in behalf of the liberty of these grossly injured men, so that at last, the
sub! ime moral spectacle was presented to this worl<l, of many unrepeated
statutes, and the common law still in full force in favor of villeinage,
while the bloody useless fetters hung on the tyrant's dungeon walls, but
the last bondman of the three-fourths of the population of a mighty
kingdom was enfranchised from captivity by force of England's glorious
judiciary alone. The king, and iron-mailed barons, the land owners, and
man-holders, were foiled, and their prey taken from their power by the
resolutio11 of the judges, who, being determined, di<l administer justice
through the law.
Montesquieu says that Aristotle,in reasoning to sustain slavery as derived from war, cites authorities from barbarous ages, and appears in this
matter as tmphilosophical as he does in the nature of the thing. The
war-power to be the source of a right, when the war is prosecuted for no
other motive except the value of the captive, is as rational as to give the
robber title to his spoil, because he had the courage to take it-making
a crime the most bold and daring, the parent of a civil right. · Behold
bleeding Africa, for three hundred years her bleedingside·has flowed, and
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yet flows on, unstaunched by the humanity of the Nations. Behold this
accursed crime which has crawled up with beastly impudence, and
enthro.ued itself as oue amongst the laws of Nations. Laws of Nations!
What was this law of Nations? That Christendom had a common right
to plunder, burn, mtuder, enslave irredeemably, and make property of
the inhabitants of that ill-fated continent, in and through all coming
generations of their posterity. A law of Nations! that all law, justice,
mercy, humanity, should be suspended, as to one quarter of the globe;
a law of Nations, that piracy, murder, fraud, arson, kidnapping, ravishment and stealing, should be considered lawful as an injunction of the
law of Nations, to be honored and obeyed. A law of Nations
directly at war with every other law constituting that code; a law of
Nations, stril,ing justice dowu, and sending it iuto eternal banishment
from the world, subverting the decalogue of God, blaspheming Omnipotence, brandishing 1.he powers of perdition in the face of the Allseeing,
calling this bold defiance of the Almighty, the Jaw of Nations! Out upon
such infinite perversion, such inexpressible criminality. Russia, Prussia,
Holland, A11stria, England, France, Sardinia and the United States, in
the last forty years, as it re~ar<ls tl1emselves, by treaty and legislation;
have abolished their respective portions in this frightfol law of Nations,
while Spaill, Portugal and Brazil, three of tlte basest kingdoms of eartlt,
are now retrograding into the darkness of barbarism and infamy, and
without competition are now almost the exclusive proprietors of this
law of Nations and its abounding criminality. Look at Spain tluee hundred and fifty-three years ago, as she stood on the day of Columbus' discovery, head and shoulders above the powers of Europe. Conquest,
avarice, slavery and idleness, which she introduced to the New World,
re-acted on her, and in our day, she has been stripped of her mines, her
provinces, viceroyalties, kingdoms and one half of a continent, and is
now reduced to the Island of Cuba, with its crimes of flowing blood,
slavery, idleness and avarice; these relatives have been punished in so
signal a manner, iu the case oi Spain, by Him who rules the destinies of
Nations, that to deny it, is a proof that our ignorance is only surpassed
by our infidelitr,,
Tho Court will pardon me in these remarks, which in the first instance
may appear remote from this question, yet when we consider the character of the human mind, they will all be found to bear on the great question
in the Constitution of this State. What do we mean by liberty and independence? Infinitely absurd to say, a man has power even in himself, by
contract, to dis1rnse of his own liberty and all the rights he possesses.
Society has claims on him, his wife, his children, and his God, which he
cannot cancel by selling himself to another. Yes, coming generations
have a voice in the question. He has no more right to sell his body than
he has to commit suicide, for, by so doing, he passes from manhood to
thing, O{ chattel-hood, and becomes a piece of breathing property. The
great rights of manhood are not given to us by our Creator, to give, sell,
and barter away. The powers of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, cannot be resigned to a power inferior, to that of the onc,from who771
they have been received.
As to consideration tltat might be given for those God-inherited rights,
described in your Constitution, said Mn. S., as unalienable, who is rich
enough to buy them, who is able to make title to them? Suppose tl1at
some Crmsus owned this continent, and the mines of Golconda, and should
offer them to me to become his slave, according to the laws of Sonth Caro•
Jina and Louisiana; at the same instant, he executes for the consideration of my person, a deed of the continent and mines to me, and I execute
to him a deed of my body. _The purchaser of me, by the operation of the
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slave laws, instantly becomes repossessed of what passed to me by grant,
under the maxim that the slave aud all he hath, or mr.y find or acquire,
bclongeth to the mMtcr, therefore, l the :slave woulc.l say the consideration having failed, and by operatiou of law, my master having become reseized of his continent and mines, I am free again. Thus, it would be
found impossible to make a bargain resting upon equity, for the sale of
one's person, as the whole subject revolves in a circle of never,ending
absurdities, justice leaving the parties where it found them: ma11 with
equal success having attempted to quadrate the circle, create perpetual
motion, and make a contract for the sale of a man, by his own agreement, on consideration of value for value received by the slave upon the
principles of slaveholding law! If a mau could not perform the act of
making himself a slave, how coulc.l another do it for hi.m, or a state or a
government, without doing an act repugnant to that law of nature spoken
of in the first article of your new Constitution? When, said MR. S., I
applied for these writs of Habeas Corpus some days since, to one branch
of this court, it was remarked by one member of the court, that this case
woul<l require great consideration from its effect on the towns of this
State, as it might subject said towns to the maintenance of wom-ont, aged
and infirm slaves, in the sha11e of paupers. That contingency is possible,
said n'fa. S., but forms no ground against awarding to tl10 bondmen, that
constitutional justice, so long withheld by the consent of these towns, as
well as the avaricious masters. It was argued in the Somerset case by
Mr. DL1tming, the Counsel of the claimant of Somerset, that if this slave
was set free by the judgment of the court, there were then at large fourteen
thousand slaves in England, belonging to gentlemen in the West Indies,
who, for their own convenience, had brought them to England, and valuing them at £50 per beau, they would amount to £700,000, or $3,500,000.
What was the memorable reply of Lord Mansfield ? It was, " that a man's
natural relations go with h.im everywltere, his municipal to the bounds of
the country of his abode." And in answer to the suggestion of a loss by
the proprietors of the 14,000 negro slaves in England, said Lord Mansfield,

•~ we have no authority to regulate the conditions on which law shall operate."

\Ve cannot direct the law, the law must direct us."
So, said Mn. STEWART, the argumentum ab inconvenienti should not apply
in this case. If these slaves have been worn out by the consent of the
1mblic, if that public have folded their arms in silence, and wiu1essed the
robbery of these men, from year to year, of their earnings (which might
have supported them in the evening of life), it is right they should support them when they can toil no more in the enjoyment of tl1eir just
liberty. For it is always dangerous for men to sec liberty struck down in
others, and because they do not taste its bitterness personally, passively
to look on without resistance. It will sooner or later strike back on
themselves. That man is not worthy of liberty, who will not fly to the
rescue of his brother when he sees his freedom struck down or assailed.
Our liberties are always invaded when the humblest individual is deprived of his, without our making all the resistance within onr power. At the
time of the argument of the Somerset case, in 1771, the world was full
of slavery, especially the West Indies, and the colonies of this continentit was tolerated in all. But behold what may be done by the indomitable
perseverance of one man, if that man be Granville Sharpe. He was a gentleman of small means, but of a great heart, and had for some time made
the stndy of human rights a subject of great consideration. He bad read,
thought, and written in their behalf, and was the prosecutor who interested
himself for Somerset, the slave of one William Stuart, a West India
planter, and prepared much of the brief of Mr. Hargrave, and obtained
_the writ of Habeas C<>rpu.s, returnable in the court of King's Bench, at his
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own expcnim. The court heard thr. :ngnmcnt patiently the livr.-long
day, and tll'cided a'!'.ainst the ~lave, on the authority of a case in 17t9, in
Loni Hard wick's and Lord Talbot's tirm:. Xothin:r discourag-ed (irunvillc
Sharpe; at the next term he brought up !-omer~ct a seeoud time, and
the question was ~o i111portant, the comt heard the a:g11me11t a ~econd
time, and decided as hefore against the F-lave. l'oor Clranvill<J Rharpe
Hill contended tlmt a ~l:t1·c "conld uot breath,• in Englaud," am) having
spent months in deep stndy, 11pon th,• law of England, though a layman,
he brought up Somerset for the thir<l time hcfore the court of Kmg's
Bench which had Lord M:111i;!icld for it,; chief, who rlid uot rnccit poor
Sharpe aml his connsrl with a rrbuke !or hi,; unconqnerable fanaucism
nml obstinacy, nor did the conrt throw down tl1P common impeJiment
to the march of min<l and further con~iclt>ration, hy i;aying" re.• ad1111l1cat1J,"
"re.• ci,ij,ulic,1/a!" No! whew bnman liberty was concerned, or the g-reat
riq"ht" of ,-t•lf.ownrr,-hip .-.tak£'1l npon human reasoning and judicial dctermuiation, Loni .\Ian,-11c Id wa., not in haste to :!aV •· we have dp,•ided
ag-ainst human natnre." The c,rnsc wns argned a third time for ,1 day in
\Vti,;trninstrr Hall, and Gra11ville Sharpe had, ,;ince the last argnment,
descended into the deepe>-t \\·clls of l•:nglish liberty and hronght u1,
a dmught of the water:; of lif<', liberty, m&rcy, and law, so pure, that when
it was commended to the lips of the judges, th'!y wcrl' made wi~1•, the
~cales foll from thPir eyes, and they :-aw in it,, leni1;th and breadth the
mighty truth bearnin,r on tlu• forehead of ju$tiee herself,-" that :-lave;;
caw1ot breathe in England," nnd the light of that day has ,-hom• 011 with
i11cn•a$ing ,;tren;;th and beauty, until wn can now say, thut the !-1111 which
never ;sets npon the realms or the Hriti~h Empire, behol,I,; in his circuit
ihrough ti.Jo heaven,;, no slave to croncl1 be11l:ath her vast illirnital>lo
power.
But oil! what shall we 8ay of the suhlime humanity of Lord 'Mansfielcl
anti his compeers, who were Hot afraid to confc;;s they hat! beeu wrong,
and had th(' magnan11nity to say it !)('fore a sJav<•holding age? This day
i;aw the louge,-;t stride which British grl'atness en~r took 011 the lughway
of human glory.
Would to Heaven, said Mn.. S., that all courts might imitate the illustrious example in administering justi,·<• iu the sublime humility, which
d1i;nified tlrn conn. and exalt{•d our kind, as in the case of Sotncr!'-et 1
The great principles establi:<hed in tho Somcr"et case awakened the
philanthropy of England, and put forth its strength in 1783, '88, '92, '96,
'97, and finally, in 1806, was successfnl in the aholit.ion of the Afrieau i;lave
trade by Parliament. Wilht•rforce, Pitt, and Fox were foiled a:;ain and
again, 111 Parliament, the theatre of their eloqncnce, and i-eat of their
power, but justice finally prevailed. Thii; was the fir.'!t great blow ,;tmck
for the man of Africa, 1u three hundred years from the beginning of his
American and \Vest Indian enslavement. But from that day, the vindication of !tis rights In« been 01<wnrtl. Congress, in 177-t, n•commended
the ceasi11~ of tbe African slave-trade in Decemher, 1775, hut it was not
abolished m1til Jan., 1808. by a law pa>1,;cd the March before, in 1807.
Three act,- of Congrc~,; were pa~sed in t R l-1, I ~:W, and in I R24, incrca,;ingthc penalties again~t trans~re;:;sor~, until it finally declared all who werl:
l'll~aged tl1(•rci11, w(•rc pirate-<, aid RllbJ1ict to Llw pirate's doom. An act
of CougrcR8 paRscd i11 1787, declare,! i11volnntary servitude, or i<lavery,
!Should never exist in the North Western Territory, comprising the present
Sw.tc., of Ohio, Indiana, Illinoi>-, )Iichigan, and the Territories of Wisconi<iu and Iowa. The~e early net.~ of national legislation show which way
the mind of the nation pointed at tins time.
A slave ii; a rational hum:m being, endowed with volition and understanding, like tlte rest of mankind, aud whatever he lawfully acquires
2
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and gains possession of, by finding or otherwise, is the acquirement and
possession of his mastcr.-4 Dessaw;., 266. 1 Stewart Rep., 320-s. p. A
slave co1rnot contract matrimony; their earnings and their children belong
to the master.-Slave-Law. Indians are held as slaves in New Jersey.Halstea1l's Rep., 374.

Behold the shameful injnstice of the Law of Slavery.
Jf it be found by a jury on inspection, that the person claimed to be a
slave is white, the claimant must prove him a slave or he will go free;
but if the jury find the person to be of African descent, the law of slavery
presumes the person a slave, by whomsoever he may be claimed, and
the burden is tlwown on the alleged slave to prove a negative, that he
is not a slave.-Wheeler's Law of Slavery, 22. The owner of a female slave
may give her to one person, and the children she may thereafter have to
another !-Law of Slavery, 2. A slave cannot be a witness b,dore any
Court or Jury against a free white in the land for the greatest injustice.
This is one of its most horrible features.
Look, said Ma. S., to the case of an alien-white-child. Suppose her to
be the daughter of parents of the lowest class of those who migrate
from Ireland to America, and that these parents should die on their passage over the Atlantic, leaving to the mercy of New Jersey Laws, and
the good people of Perth Amboy, their daughter, twelve years old, who
cannot read or write, barefooted, destitute and friendless. Under your
laws, the Overseers of the poor bind her out, to the Mayor of Trenton;
she has lived with this rich, popular aud inlluential citizen but one fatle
month; when l1y violence she is dishonored, by her master, the Mayor.
Is he safe from the retributions of justice! Is she deprived of her oath?
No. She comes friendless and lonely, and knocks at the door of your
Grand-Jury-room. Humble and feeble a.'l is that knock, it is quickly heard
by the acuteness of humanity's ear. She enters the vestibule of the great
temple of justice, and immediately the majesty of the entire law of the
Janel, not only of New Jersey but of this vast Empire, stands in its
mighty invisibility around for her protection, ready to be revealed in its
power. She is invited, on oath, to tell the story of her wrongs, the
mdignant Grand-Jurors listen and believe, and futd a bill against the
Mayor; she goes and comes under the law's broad shield. This haughty
man is found by the officers of the law, is arrested by its power, and
brought before a Court to plead to this indictment. He is tried; a second
time, she, the friendless, comes and tells the tale of her dishonor; confiding justice, humanity. loving and honoring men believe her story; he is
convicted and attempts to fly the power of the State and Union, which
is by tltat child's oath already set in motion, and will prevail against
money and mobs of rescue, all of these cannot save the big criminal
from the vengeance of the law; to the Penitentiary, for ten long years, he
must and does go; yes, the merciful majesty of the Jaw shines gloriously
on the head of the friendless foreigner. This is being born free a.ad independent by the Jaw of nature, under your Constitution.
But not so of ~he uoor injured slaYe, man or woman, native born though
they be, however cruel or terrible the wrong inflicted on them, by their
owuer or other free man, the slave is not to be heard to t~ll his or her
story, however true, before any human tribunal in the Janel agairn;t a free
white person. Is this being free and independent by the Jaw of nature?
Is this possessing the safety and happiness cleseribed in tl1e fust ~\rticle
of the New Constit11tion, which your organic law declares to be the
portion of all, of woman born? Slavery imports perpetual obligation to
serve another ! Does that look like being free and independent?
Slavery, said Mn. S., is so abhorrent to all justice and mercy, that all
the inteudments of Jaw and justice are opposed to it; so that the legal
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writers of slave countries say that it can only e:x:ist by force of positive
law. The lex script,i must be its fotmdation, and that I think you no
longer have. The lex scripta must be the source of all of its mischievous
power, which one human being can exercise over another, by making a
fellow-being his slave, his chattel. The foundation of slavery which
sprang up in our colonies, had, as a general rule, nothing but the barbarous cnstom of a few inhuman planters, in its origin, which custom was
one within legal memory, and ran not back to that unsnrveyed point of
antiquity, transcending ail human memory, where its source was hidden
in the night of byegonc ages. It has not that common law authority for
its support, which was supposed to be handecl down from generation to
generation, in th'l libraries of judges and lawyers, as copies, as some conjecture, of obsolete, worn-out aud extinct statutes. As the soul survives
the body, so it is supposed these customs called common law, are the Rouls
or spirits of departed statutes, the tomb-stones and graves of which can
no longer be found. Cineres periemnt. But their imperishable semis
still remain to guide and direct us on the journey of life, and as fants they
speak in the language of authority over this land, they forbid in trumpettongnes, the existence of this vile institution of slavery
Institution of .,lavery! Institution of horse-stealing, institution of gambling, and the institutions of highwaymen, sound equally sensible, to a
just and philosophical thinker. But slavery is within the memory of
men, so far as its advent to the New World is concerned. We track
it from the middle passage to this hour, from its first unholy foot-print
at Jamestown to the last ones 111ade this day by those now heh! in
New Jersey; and if the Court finds a well-grounded doubt as to the
authority for this institution existing, which is trying to ne&tle down
on our soil, and taking rank with yourscientific,religiousandagricultmal
institutions, then give humanity the advantage of that doubt, and put it
to death. As between strength and weakness, power and imbecility, if a
strong doubt arise in the minds of the judges, the mercy of the law says,
decide in favor of imbecility and weakness, "those who arc ready to
perish," let their blessing- come ttpon you. Every intendment is in favor
of natnral rights, Uhtil the contrary doth most manifestly appear. If the
new Co11stitntion has seriously drawn in qnestion the villainies aU(l
crimes of this complicated institution of wrong, then this Conrt, acting
within the spirit and scope of American institutions, are bonnd to give
the slave the benefit of that doubt aud set him free. A solid doubt should
:secure emancipation. But thauks to the freemen of New Jersey, the
court is not obliged to look through clouds to see the clear sky of Liberty
beyond, for its Constitution, in its first section, asserts in the strongest
form of the English language, the explicit principles put forth in the
Declaration of Independence, when our country was introdnced into the
family of nations, by which we declared the great self-evident trnth to be,
that all men were created free and equal, and possessed of certain inalicuable rights, among which are life, liberty, aud the pnrsuit of happiness,
which is the proposition of the Constitution of New Jersey, e1q>ressed so
distinctly, that cavil itself looks on in humble silence, and hangs his head
in mure despair. For these great man-rights, said IllR. S., as I have said,
there is no buyer, no seller, no market. They arc a trust confided to
man, by his Maker, in order to place him at the head of the created life,
and give him dominion over 1t; aud his rank he can never sell, lose,
or forfeit, <so as to take his station as property among the quadrnpeds
a11Cl animals. In the fall of Adam man never fell so low, as the slaveholder would have wished; for, according to the law of slavery, the
poor ~lave in the disastrous fall of the first transgression" which brougl_1t
death into the world, and with. it all our woes," the slave fell out of bl.Ii
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manhood into chattel-hood, and fell on till he lost his wife, his childreu,
aud in the amazing descent as he further fell, he loi,t all his property,
and all he should thereafter acqnire; and as he fnrther fell, he himself became property, and brought not up ou solid ground, tlllt.il he could
say to the neighing horse, 011 the one hand," thou art, as property, my
brother," and to the lowing ox, ou the other," thou art my equal, my
peer.'' Such is the slavehol<ler·s foll, bm this is one of man's pit-falls, and
not one of his Maker's. Said MR. S., he had an argument, which the Court
might regard as uovel, which he wished to urge-that each and every
branch of our government, state or national, were under a most solemn
covenant with one of the great nations of the earth, to use our best
endeavors to abolish slavery, in every part of our conntry; and we have
been living under the weight of that solemn and disregarded uudertaking
for the last thirty years. Said MR. S., I understand a treaty made by the
treaty-making power to be the solemn and paramount law of this land,
and if l am right in its const.ruction, the duty is imposed upon our uation,
as I may well urge it even upon the judiciary of this State, as a co-ordinate branch of the government, to employ all the power it constitutionally may possess by its decision, to fulfil this engagement of the nation.
The article, said MR. S., to which I refer, is the 10th article of the
treaty of Ghent, of the 24th December, 1814, made by the United States of
America on the one side, aud his Britannic Majei;ty on the other. Lest
there should be some attempt to cavil, and pretcud this article of die
treaty had reference to the African slave-trade, r may be allowed to say
there is not one word in the treaty, except i11 the 10th article, which
touches or relates t.o the subject of slavery, and it is au cngagment relating to slavery as to the traffic generally in the two countries, for each had
abolii;hed the African slave-trade under the most tremendous penalties
long before 1814; therefore the treaty referred lo slavery generally in the
two countries. The words of the 10th section of the treaty of Ghent are
as follows:
"10th Article, Whereas the traffic in slaves is irreconcilable with the
1>rinciples of humanity and justice, and whereas both his Majesty, and
the United States are desirous of contributing their efforts to promote it.'!
entire abolition, it is hereby agreed that both the contracting parties shall
use their best endeavors to accomplish so desirable an object."

Signed 24th December, 1814.

"GAMBIER,
HENRY Gour.BURN,

(" Done in triplicate.")

W!W.IAM ADAMS,
JOHN Qurncy ADAMS,
J. A. BAYARD,

H.

CLAY,
JONATHAN RusSEL,
ALBERT GALLATIN."

United States Laws, 1st vol., 699.
This treaty, so long dishonored on om part, has been most faithfully
respected and obeyed on the part of Great Britain, They immediately
began to adopt means for the subversion of slavery as a system in the
\Vest Indies. To be sure the violence, disorder, and Lynch-law of the
slaveholders of the West Indies defeated the kindnei;s, and deferred the
approaching justice of the Engli:-h nation for some years. Jt was astonishing to see the impudence of the Wc~t India planters, threatening dis
membermeilt of the empire, revolution, and treason, as often as the mother
country originated a measure in any degree preparatory to emancipation.
T1ese contumacious slaveholders did all in their power to frighten
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England from her high purposes, 1st, by asserting that the slaves would
cut their masters' throats if emancipated; 2d, that the slaves were so
brutified, they won Id all starve to death, and die from laziness, and conld not
take care of themselves; that the slaves were thieves and drunkards; that
the whites would have to abandon the Island if rhey were set free, and Jose
their estates; in fact that slaves were not men, and had no souls. Amalgamatioa, house-burning, and LU1iversal desolation would be the first fruits of
such procednre.
The Moravian,Bapti,;t and Methodist ministers exposed themselves to
great rage from the ~laveholders in attempting, as Christian ministers
and good subjects, to preach the Gos110l to the slaves, and aid them in
information in fnrtheriug the ob_jects of the mother country. Baptist and
Methodist meeting-homes or chnrches were toru down and burnt, afllt
these blessed ministers Wt're in constant peril of losing their lives, and
were occasionally imprisoned and banished frorn their homes aud families. In fact, everything, which is saitl against emancipation and abolitionists in Mi><si~sippi, Georgia, and South Carolina, was said iu the Britisll
,vest-Indies thousands and thonsancls of times by the press, resolutions of
public meetings, the lslmnl Legislatures, and the voice of man, against
emancipation and British abolitioni,a;ts; but on the passage of the great Reform Bill of Englaudin 1-~33, about 500,000 new law-makers or voters were
added to the old Parliamentary constituency of England, and when this
fresh stream of popular power flowed, it rose so high, that on the bosom
of its /lood it c.irried into the New Parliament men deeply sympathizing
with the great principles of justice, a11<l one of their first acts of legislation
was to declare slavery abolished iu the West Indies, paying £20,000,000
sterling to the slaveholders, and 6 iving them, the masters, six years
more of the services of the sl,n-cs, so that emancipation would not take
place nntil the first of Ang-ust, 1840. This apprenticeship-system, regulated hy a most complicated law, with especial justices to stand between
master and apprentice, provetl, if pm,sible, more bitter than slavery it::-elf
Nothing could have been more unfortunate, or fraught with greater injustice to the colored people.
The master's avarice and cmelty arose in pro-portion to the sho1tness of
the time he could exerci~e his despotism. The special justices intended
for the slave-apprentice's friend, eat ;;umptnous dinners with the planter.
and decided controver.~ies in his favor. The humanity of the government
in the apprenticeship was entirely defeated by the greediness, cruelty,
and avarice of masters. The horrid Hogging, the treadmills, and other instruments of slaveholding vengeance and torture were in full play timing
the probationary state. The mother country had been overreached in paying twenty millions of pounds sterling to see the objects of their solicitude
so shamefully treated. The mistake of the home government was in
supposing it possible to engraft a S)'Stem of apprenticeship, education,
and a preparation for freedom, on the old tree of slavery, and in having
confilleuce ill those brutal, cruel, and avaricious slaveholders, who, with
their twenty millions of pounds, and six years of labor, only hated the
poor slave the more as his liberty advanced day by day in his chains.
Finally in .January or February, 1838, the British mmister wrote to the Governors of these Islands, requesting them in the coming spring and summer to convoke those insular legislature~ and ask them forthwith to
abolish the remaining two years of the appre11tieeship system, if the
islands wished for the fnt:ure goocl will of the slaYes, or in fact, the protection of the parent country, in cas.e of i.11snrrectiou. This stringent
measure bron<>ht the obstinate slaveholders to their senses. The West India
Island Parlia~ents were convoked, and the final acts of emaucipation
pa.~sed, to take effect simultaneously on the 1st August, 1838, except the
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Island of Antignn, whose Pa.rlinment, with great ~ood 11cn~e, abolished
slavery and apprenticeship both, in 18:M, in an island of 30,000 black11,
and 5,000 whites-six to one. Great kindness, love, ecln<"ation, and pros1,erity followed this isl:iud. However, the eventful first of August, 1838,
at last came, and in:Ste:ul of blood and insurrection, as prophesied by the
selfi:;h nm! cowardly, the blacks throughout the British West Indies, to
the number of 800,000 huma11 beings, who had been slaves, met in the
evening of the 31st of July, 183'!, and tht>re contmued in a solemn and
quiet manner until the moment of midnight came, when the bells of the
churche8 of the British West Indies stmek and /1layed from island to
i.~land, while cannons were roaring throughout t 1e Great Antille~-they
were the uloriou-; )'eals of freedom, the joyful fret•dmen raising notes of
thauks~iv111~ aml prai~r to Heaven from bended knees, foiling with hysteric transports of wild aud delirious joy, into each other's arms. No
mortal tougue or pen ,·an de,-cribe the overflowing cc·strtsies of these
naked and scourged bondmen, now standing np a.'\ British freemenslaves 110 more. They sung, they cried, they danced, nnd thus III wild
and rapturous joy they passed the terrific bourue so long wished for by
them-so long foared and dreaded by the guilty white man. But the
first drop of the white 111:m's blood has not yN bee11 shed, by these
deeply ahuseJ and emancipated people. Many thousand~ of thei-e longinjured people are now proprietors of two, four, eight, ten, ancl fifteen
acres of laud. Their w1,·es and children ;;tav at home and cultirntc and
raise enough for the family's foo1l and clothing ; the father works, or
some older sonH, on some ueighboring plantation, the money he or they
earn pays for land :-hi~ wife and children create snbRistcnce from his
own lichls. Hunllreds of schooli;, and many colored chnrche_._, have
sprung np for the aduh'i and colored children. Once the planter~ raised
nothing hnt 1,ugur, molasses, rum, and coffee, and bought all their provisions frmnabroatl ; uow the laborers' families rai"c their provisions on the
island. Lc,-s i-u!{ar, to be :sure, is raised, but two-thirdi< of the 1,ugar goei;,
as a money question, farther now than all did in slavery, as more than
one-third, Romctimes one half, was spent for provisions which arc now
raised at home. So they have gone ou with remarkable prosperity, both
master and freedmen. The plantations ha ,·c ari~en, some twenty, thirty,
and others forty and fifty, and many si'.'tty and Rixty-five per cent. above
their slave value. In fact, the 1-:nglish government now feel that they
acted unwisely in giving the twenty-millions of pouru.h,, for the lands
alone of those slave islands arc uow worth more than slaves nnd land
both were in 1830. In fnc,t, that is a matter of regret now, that the slave
had not rcccive<l what England had to give. On the 1-ame day, the
fetters fell from the slavPs of South Africa; from the Cape of Good Hope,
six-hundred miles north, inland, the im,titntion expired 011 the lafit acre of
Briti"h R1tpremacy-from ocean to ocean. On the 1st of April, 1844,
England, through her East India Company's mighty power-1, «lrm·k slavery
dead through hrr Oriental Regions-twelve millions of slaves, ~erf.~, and
caste-cm"hed hcings, lifted their tmfcttcred hands to (;od to hless hiR
power, and that of }<;nglaud's, which, amidst a population of one hundred
millions of Eastern Jnd1cs, left tlwm in chains to pine no more. llas not
England most glorionsly, in thirty years, from 1814 to 18-1-t, performed
her high nnd glorious u11<1ertaki11g with these U11ited States in the treaty
of Ghent? Ha,; !-he not blotted out that rrreat dishonor of our race from
her vast dominion!, 1 What have we done to fulfil our part of this great
national covenant I vVben the abolitio11ist~ prcseuted from year to year,
petitions t•lothed in dignified and re1,pcctful language, praymg Congress
to abolish the mtcrnal slave trade between the States, in the Territory of
Florida, and in the District of Colwnbia, signed by tens of thousands of
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names, unread, nndebated, unprinted, and unconsidered, they were laid
upon the table. This being esteemed too great a privilege for humanity,
during three years, these petitions, by a rule of the House of Representatives, were forbidden a reception by U1e House. The abolitionists, for
endeavoring to fulfil the paramount law of the land, the J 0th Article of
the treaty, were defamed in Cougress and out, their names cast out as
fanatical and incendiary, they were mobbed by the countenance of men
in high places, their churches destroyed, their halls burnt, and their people
imprisoned and murdered! If slavery not only forbids and restrains a
nation from 11erforming its most solemn treaties, but violates them, and
thus endangers the peace, pro;;pcrity, and happiness of the whole people,
can it be doul.Jted that it contravenes the 1st Article of your Constitution,
which assures us that man has the right of "acquiring, possessinq, and
protecting property, and of pursuing, and of obtain mg snjcty atl/l happiness."
Can .iafety, property and happiness be maintained by men or uations
who violate faith, who are truce breakers? ls not that slavery which
hazards the peace of a Nation by refusing obedience to the highest Jaw
of imlividual and national preservation, something that is contrary to the
great law of nature? Every branch of our government-legislative, j11dicial or E:x:ecutive-shonld haYe lent every encouragement and aid in
their power to the removal of this cancer, battening with its roots in the
jugulars of the Republic. But instead of Presidential and gubernatorial
messages urging Congress and the State Legislatures, under this standing
paramount treaty-law, to do all in their power within their respective
Jurisdictions to abolish slavery, slavery has monnted the highest places
of power, and has rescinded and annulled the treaty, and compelled
Presidents and Governors by messages and ina11gurals to forewarn the
Legislative Assemblies and the people to violate this treaty, and turn their
entire power and legislative action against those who had petitioned for
the abolition of slavery. Is not this high treason against the State and
mau•s best interests l Has not slavery caused these high dignitaries to
commit official perjury ? Anc! is not such a terrible institution hostile to
man, his safety and happine:::s as a man and as a citizen, and is it not
within the inhibition of tl1e first section of your Constitution, and does it
not violate that freedom and independence conferred upon him by the
law of nature, and does it not stand between you and the enjoyment of
the first article ?
What is that law of nature, by which all men are made free and independent? Allow me to define it as I understand it, said MR. S. The law of
nature is that great Omnipotent law of God, ever in full force amidst the
busy hum of thousands in your emporium, or in the solitudes of the wilderness, on the sea, or on the land; it follows man down into the mines of the
earth, it ascends with him to the Chimborazo's top ; it has no latitude, no
longitude, no length, no bread th; it is truth, and is as earnest in its pleading8, amidst the inhospitalities of polar cold, a1< in the boundless prodigalities of the burning tropics; it is the everlasting justice and mercy of
the Eternal; it is the great imprint of God upon man, which can never be
counterfeited, erased, or repealed; it is so immntable that it never
changes, man cannot repeal it; it is a part of each human being's inheritance, which witl1ont crime he can never spend or squander; it abides
with him, though unhonored, under all circumstances of bereavement,
and guarantees man's right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness as
inalienable.
The law of nature is taken up and recognized by the good people of
New Jersey, in the most solemn fonn as a rule of action, in her organic
law. Th.is first section declares that amongst man's unalienable rights
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are life, liberty, and the right of acquiring property. What, can a slave
have safety, or acquire property ? l ,c who is nothing but a chattel, a piece
of property him.,;clf, can he acquire srifcty? No; of nll the i1111umerablo
murders committed by white men aud women upon the slaves of tho
south (and there is no day goes by in which there is not more than 0110
murd<'r in each slan:• 8tate, on 3ll average), uot a single white person has
yet becu executed for the murder of the colored rnan. The white is
frequently hnng iu the slave ::itates for stealing slaves, but not for killing
them. Oh, s1lm of all human villanics, let the cnroe of Goel rest upon it,
let evciy wind of [kaven be charged with its destniction, every rising
sun he its dei-troyer, the rolling seasons its executioner!!
Said l\fa. 8., slavery ii-the exact converse of every pro11osition contained
in the fir:,,t anielc of your new Coni-titLltion.
8lavcry throws down every hnmau right in the market to the highest
bidder. lf slavery or semi-slavery, iii the shape of childrcu of slaves in
this St~te comiuning to be slaves, males until twenty•fiYc, and females
until twenty-one years of age, and this operation is to pass under the
name of berng b,>m free, and persons forty-one years old and upwards to
be retained as s laves for life, aud slaveholders are to stand asserting
tl1eir wi<:ked power, then the fir.,t great i,ection of your Constitution is
converted into a va1,id and senseless abstraction. Shall yonr Coustitution
be withered by the power of slaYery? 8hall this Constitution stand gilt
with the gold of high pretension, while withi11 it is foll of mvening and
dead men's bones? Shall this shwo institution coutinue to exist ill hostility to so plain a provision? Th.is frightful institution claims to exist
by the apology of some since the 2d of last Sc-ptember, even since this
Coni;titution went into operation, withont a platform on which to place
its aecnr,;cd feet. Said Mn. S., the best foundation I can see for slavery
in this State, at this time, and the length of time it should continue,
should be the amount of time it would take the peo11le of this State to
reeovN from their ai.;tonishment at its iuexprcssiblc impurlence.
The iustitutiou of sluve1y is the conyorse pro11osition of the Ten Commandment,,, the essence of injustice and meanness in its moot compact
form; and it would seem that no nation not struck down by a morta l
paralysis, "\Yould wait a moment before rising and striking down the
monster, the first iuHtaut ,11ey discovered his seYen heads and ten horns
emerging from the forlorn rPgions of" Eldest Hell."
Said MR. S., which sh.all stand-the great written, organic law of liberty,
or the nnwrittcm and inexpressible villany of slavery? Which shall
stand-the natural God-inherited rights of life, liberty, 11roperty, safety
and happiness for caC'h lmrnan being in New Je,sey, or thnt of an institution which subverts every object for which a gooo Co11stitution was
ever made?
A Cou~titution ex i•i termini imports a covenant made by the whole
people, with each pernon, a11d each person with the whole people, to
protect an<l defend their God-inherited riglits of life, liberty, property and
safety from Yiolence an<l inva8ion. A Coustitntion is made for the
defe11ce of human rights and not for the destrncti\lll; a Co11~titution is
the highest evidence of man's weakness; an<l to combine i;ocicty's
strength, for the defence of each individual. l-lo'-1- is it po~sible that
a Constitution, whether of this State, or of the United State~, which
were created 0111mrpo~c for the protection of life, liberty, property and
Safety, can exist and be entitled to the J1ame, without overthrowing
every institution villany or stratagem created or made, inteu<liug to cheat
man out oflife, liberty, property, safety and happiJ1e~s /
The men who framed the old State Cw1stitution of New Jersey in the-
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year 1776 were not such hypocrites as to stamp tl1at Constitution with
the protection of human rights. No, they sai<l nothing ou that subject,
for they knew there were no inconsiderable class of the population of
this State, who were wedded to the insatiable desire of appropriating tho
labor of others, without compeu~ation, by compelling uegroes, mulattoes,
mestees and Indians, to work for them for nothing, and make chattels or
property of their persons, their wives and children,-yes, of those human
sinews as a marketable commodity, men were to be degraded and forbidden, under penalties of thirty-nine lashes, from wandering from their
masters' homes on Sunday, for the infliction of which stripes, by the
order of a justice of the peace, a constable did and yet docs receive from
the master the sum of il for performing the brutish service. To add to
all othr.r ignoble acts on the part of the State, was a provision forbidding
emaucipatiou of the slave, if forty years old or more, for fear of the distant contingency, that this freedman might become a public burthen to the
township, by being a pauper in his old age, and rather than subject the
towns to that they preferred to let the man and his posterity remain in
slavery. Such was the gross inhumanity of the age; thus cheap were
human rights held by the people of this State at large. Gross inhnmauity
to the master himself; it took away his locu~ pcnitentim, his space of
repentance. Aud if slavery is not abolished, this infamous provision is
still in full force. The reaso11, said Mn. S., why slavery was not abolished by name i11 Massachusetts and New Jersey is to be found in this, that
the conscious shame of the fact restrained the framers of those Coustitutions from immortalising their own disgrace by admitting slavery's pre•
vions exi,;tence, in and by its di~tiuct abolition. They therefore put it to
death by suffocation by the h:u1ds of liberty, without a name, hoping the
judiciaries would attend its funeral and hnrial, and for ever remove its
nnsightly corpse from the sight and smell of men with as little parade as
J>Ossible; aud fnrther hoping a generous po1-teritr would disbelieve their
early pllhlic history, and consider it as apocrypha and slanderous of their
illustrious ancestors, as the Constitutions of these States do uot so much
as name so great a moral blemish on their historical fame.
Said MR. S., by the statute of this State (which he contended was repealed hy the 1st sectiou of the new Coustitutiou) passed February, 1820,
all children born of slaves after 1804 were to be free, but belong as servants, and be held as apprentices, who are bound out by the overseers of
the poor to the owners or their mothers, their administrators, executors
and assigns, males till 25, and females until 21. These persons were property in every sense of the wort!, until their time e:\.--pired ; they are purchased and sold iu private and at public auction, pass under the insolvent
acts and bankmpt acts, the same as oxen anti horses. What is the difference hctween this .Mary Tebout and her mother? Nothing, until Mary has
passed 21 years of unrewarded toil. She is called a servant, she is said
to be born free, now but 19, and has been sold three times. The Southern States call slavery involuntary servitude, or persons bonnd to service
by the laws of the States. The domestic institutions of the South, the pat.riarchial institutions and the peenliar institutions of the South-by such soft
hypocritical use of words, do they mean to make the English language a
partner in their guilt, by using it as a cloak to conceal the hideous visage
of that frightful monster, whose mouth is ulled with spikes, and cover her
face with iron wrinkles, with bnrning balls of fire for eres, whose every
hair is a hissing serpent, whose fetid breath would kil the Bahon Upas,
whose touch is ruin, whose embrace is tlestrnction, who is feel on blood,
tears and sweat, whip-extracted, from unpaid toil- her music is unpitied
groans of broken hearts, of ruiued hopes., and blasted expectations.
Away, said MR. S., with such artifice to shield deformity, by those
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cruel and w1rked States, boasting of their republicanism, and rights of
man. Even New York and Pennsylvania once held persons born free,
whose mothenj were slaves, the males till 28, and females till 25, as slaves.
Terri!Jle nick-naming of human rights, as in bold derision of them. These
New Jcr~ey ~ervan!S are property, in its base seni;e, slaves for years, the
parent,i deprivt"d of all jurisdiction of their off.,priug, all direction of their
education, a111l paternal tenderness; the law confining these poor servants,
and obliging them to live with those who have owned aud abused the
mother who bore them, and are still continuing to hold their parentJ:I until
death as slave!<. The master can ,-;ell this servant and horee together.
Thi~ servant-woman at JS, and the male-servant at 18, co111rnctmamage,
ancl whe11 the woman i~ 19, and man 22 years of age, hnviug three little
children, the father is sold to one end of the State, and the mother to the
other; their little children left in the street, the marria~e relation broken,
the paternal and maternal relation di,..~olved; these little ones not to see
their parents for two yean; or more; the husband cannot sec his wife or
little ones, nor rite wife her hnsbancl or babies for two year11 to come. Call
yon this being horn/ree 7 The man is deprived of his wife, and the wife
becomes a widow, and children orphans, according to law, to sa1isfy the
claim!'! of certain old slaveholders in this State! Is this heiug born free?
Tlw, ~ort of bcinl! born free, " is keeping the word of promise to the car to
break it to the hope." This looks nouc like respect for the law of natnrc,
by which we ;1rc born free and independent. \Ve can never honor or
, ~spect the n,,w Constitution, till we foci there is meaning, power, vitality,
in those blessetl words of jnlltice, truth, mercy, freedom, safety ; and
further, feel that lhere are no birth-impediments, or interest of others in
the ui;c of our bodies, inconsistent with our own happiness. Each iudividnal should be left to fulfil the object of his mi!\Sion to this world in the
best way he may; society should not load him with burclens for the
benefit of othcn;, but should give him every facility to run his race of
existence, with dignity to himself, and thus truly serve the ends of society
and hi~ own creation, in passing from the great eternity of the past into
the illimitable future. Here, MR. S. said, we are not left in the dark, ns
to the meaning of the words of the Ne," Jersey new Coustitution, for it is
almost an exact copy of the first section of the Massachusetts Constitutiou of 1780. Here MR. S. read the firi;t section of the Massachusetts Constitution in these words.
"Article l~t. All men are born free and equal, and have certain
natural, essential, and inalienable rights, among which may be reckoned
the right of enjoying and defending their lives and liberticl!; that of acquirirt~, posse~:siug, and protecting property; in fine, that of seeking and
obtaimng their safety and happiness."
Here MR. S. asked Mn. ZaR1sK1E, counsel for the cla1ma11t of Mary
Tebout, if he contended there was any difference between the two Rectiot18 of these Constitutious? MR. ZABRISKIE replied, he did not.
The New Jeri<ey Constitution has in the 10th Article these words, "The
common law and statute laws now in full force, not repugnant to this
Constitution, shall remain in force until they expire by their own limitation, or be alten•d or repealed by the IRgislature."
Further, Mn. S. said that he relied on a portion of the Constitutio11 of the
United States for emancipation, by this Honoru.ble Court, to wit, the
Magna Charta portion, where it asserts " that no person shall be deprived
of life, liberty or property, without due process of law."
Ma. S. said that the ca;;e of Wincliendon v. llat.field, 4th M,us. Rep., 123,
is the case of one E<loiu Landon, in relation to the question as to which
of the towns should support him, he having been a slave in Massachusetra,
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and sold eleven times, enlisted twice in the Revolutionary army, the
second time for three years, hi.s master receiving his bounty nnd his wages,
-also, 4th Ma~s., 539. Chief Justice Parsons decided in this cause that
slavery had been abolished by the first section of the Massachusetts Constitution, as had been decided irt formerly unreported cases. This is
legal authority, in effect, on the very words of the New Jersey Constitution, 1st article; Massachusetts being the same in substance, as admitted.
Need I say Massachusetts has shed from the lamp of her Judiciary as
pure, bright and steady a light as any Court in the new worhl, and has
doue her fair share in elevating the science of the law. I repose with
great confidence upon this authority; it covers the whole controversy.
The case of the slave-Med. 18th Pickei·ing, 193, known under the
name of Commonwealth vs. Thomas .A.ve,, presented within the last half
dozen years this same great question collaterally. The argument was
elaborate, and opinion of Chief Justice Shaw ltuninous.
The Chief Justice Shaw says, Massachusets in 1641 abolished slavery,
except of captives taken in lawful war or guilty of crime. But slavery grew
up in Massachusetts,aud i111703 an act was passed in thatcolony, imposing
restrictions 011 the transmission of aged and infirm slaves; and by an act
of 1705, a duty was levied 011 the importation of slaves, showing slavery
in full force until abolished I.Jy their Constitution of 1780. The Chief
Jnstice, in this case, says it is now well established law that slavery was
abolished by the Constit.11tion of 1780, and before the adoption of the Constitution of tne United States, slavery being repugnant to the principles of
justice, of nature, and the declaration of rights, which are a component
part of the Constitution of Massachusetts. Slavery, said he, crept into
Massachusetts by force of custom existing in the West Iudies and in several
other States, encouraged by the mother country (miserable apology better
than none, even in Massachusetts).
Chief Justice Shaw says," Slavery is a relation founded in force and not
in right; existing where it does by force of positive law, and not recognized and founded in natural rights." Slavery, he says," is contrary to
natural rights, to the principles of justice and humanity." He then says,
"Bond slavery cannot exist in this Commonwealth, because it is contrary
to natural right, repugn.ant to the Constitution and law, designed to secure
the liberty and rights of all persons who come within the limits of thii
State, as entitled to the protection of law."
But what case can I have stronger than the opinion of Chief Justice
, Marshall, himself a slaveholder/ Borne down by slaveholding construction
as he was, still his innate integrity triumphed over cultivated wrong, nnd
compelled him to define slavery as contrary to the law of nature, for the
definition of slavery by th.e civil law, showed it an institution contrary to
the law of nature, which law of nature New Jersey has adopted. In
case of the Antelope, 10th Wheaton, 120, the Chief Justice Marshall says,
"That slavery is contrary to the law of nature will scarcely be denied;
tliat every man has a natural right to the fruits of his own labor is generally admitted, and that no other person can rightfully deprive him of
those fruits and appropriate them against his will, seems the necessary
result of that admissio11" Chief Justice Marshall CJ.UOtes the definition
of slavery in the Latin from the civil law, which, with his own o_rinion,
would seem to pllt the question in this cause for ever to rest. It 1s this,
" Servitm est constit·utio juris gentium qua quis Domino alieno CONTRA NATU•
RAM sub;icitur.''
Slavery is au institution by the laws of Nations, by which
one is subjected to another man, as master, contrary to nature. Slavery strikes
down and repeals, if it could, the law of nature referred to in the 1st article
of your Constitution ; what can be stronger and more complete l said
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Mn. S. Hero MR. STEWART gave way for an adjournment until 3 P. M.
for dining.
The court being present at 3 o'clock, P. M., Ma. STEWART resumed by
saying, !las any lawyer the courage to say that the legislature of New
Jersey could create the institution of slavery to day in defiance of
the new constitution? Perhaps most, if not all, would say No. Why
could not the legislature enact such a law so as to create the relation of
slave and master l It would be correctly answered, and would be by all,
it would be repugnant to the new Constitution and its first section. Do
not we discover that a law sustaining slavery is equally repugnant to the
new Constitution, whether passed ten years before it, or ten years after 1t?
and th...t the repugnance is not a question of past or present time ! If it
is repugnant, it is equally so in the one cast' as the other,-" it is so odious
nothing bnt positive law can sustain it," says Lord Mansfield.
Mn. S. said that he confessed himself to have much respect for a being
so highly honored as man by his Maker, a being created in the image of
God, who showed at all times the grandeur of his descent, and the illustriousness of his lineage by that great unimpeachable record written
upon his conntenauce sublime, by the finger of God, which no poverty,
sorro\\·, or crime, could erase: its marks of origin were open to all, read
of all, and should be comprehended by all. ln the first place we must
look at the immense natural wealth, or God-given possessions, which be·
long to the meanest man, who prints the green earth, with his foot, or
drinks from it<; waters, and renews life every moment from the unbought
atmosphere- is fanned by the wings of the wind, cheered with the eye.
possession of the universe; yes, his every-day existence could not be
sustained, at a less expense than the fitting np of two worlds, for bis accomm<Hlation, the earth and sun; the bread he eats, the wool, the flax,
and cotton he wears, is warmed into life by rays of light from the sun,
sent over ninety millions of miles in profusion, without stint, each ray
having it<; definite office and distinct commission to aid to life, strength
and joy, a single human being. If there were but one man on this
globe, f h ise vast structures of two worlds must be reared in all their architectural grandeur and fitness. This globe must revolve around on its
own axis every twenty-four hours, and shoot along upon the vast plane
of the ecliptic, at the inconceivable rate of sixty-eight thousand miles per
hour. l\Ian perishes, if the globe were to revolve around the sun at the rate
of thirty-four thousand miles per hour; man could Dotlive in these regions
with a year of seven lmntlred and thirty days, with the unbroken severities
of a double winter, or the scorching heat of a protracted summer.
Tbe outlay of Almighty power, which sends this noble earth careering
round the snn with such prodigious force, and brings it back to the same
point, in absolnte srace with infinite precision, with the punctuality of
God, is a portion o each man's inheritance; and all the powers ever
displayed by man, exerted by beasts, felt from winds, or overwhelmed
by tornadoes, or moved in tempests, or lifted or sunk by earthquakes,
swept by tides, or driven by iuundations, pnt forth since the morning of creation, would 11ot furnish a sulficient force, to propel onr globe
on its everlasting journey, a single day. Yet for man these high demonstrations are made, to fit him up an abode with the finish of Omnipotence,
commensurate ,vith his every want, it is his God-inherited estate; and
were the poorest man on earth to exchange that estate, for the power of
Bonaparte, when all Europe shook beneath his tread, and trembled at his
power, tl11s poor man would be undone, by the exchange; the property is
too great for an:,' one to buy it, of another; this is the benevolence of
Heaven to his honored creature, man. When each man's God-inherited
estate is reckoned and computed, though possessing nothing else, and com•
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pared with that of any other man's Goel-inherited <'~talc, they are
equal; and if one possess a million of pmmdf', and tl1e other 110 money,
still when their whole po:-;scssions are cousidcrcd, one has one hnncl red
and the other but one hundred and one. This proposition or ota.tement
will for ever vindicate the goodness of Heaven, and show the absolute
equality ofaJI men, if considered possession-wise.
Therefore it i;ccms to me, said MR. S., the Declaration of lndepeudcnce,
in asserting, that all men are created free and equal, istrue ns a proposi•
!ion, and is not a rhetorical flourish, but a sublime estimate, no k:ss grand
than true, when we refer to the vast possessions of each human being ;
and that any accidental variance by the acquisitions of one,o! more wealth
than another, does not disturb the great rest:tlt any more than the dust
which mnyfall upon one of the scales shall chan~e their general equipoise.
All men are created equal,and shall a being of such amaziugdiguityand
immense pos"'cssions, of such grand lineage, be made a slave ? God
iorbid. Equality, life, liberty of locomotion, the rights of acquiring happiness in every way we see fit, not violatiug the rights of our brother
mau, or the edicts of Heaven, with the God-inherited estate, constitute
what your constitution and that of Massachusetts and the Declaration of
lndepeudence, describe as rights inalienable. ls it not so ? What kind
of a deed, said MR. S., must that be which should attempt to convey my
right and title in the wind, atmosphere, earth, and my sha.re in the
power that propels this ponderous globe around the sun ?-my title to the
cxhaustle~s fires and light of that great luminary, and of those rays which
might fall on me or on the earth and produce my raiment and h.JOd? ls
there not deep and philosophical truth in a,sscrting the inalienability of
rights like these, so essential to man's existence, and his everlaniug accountaliility, to the Father of all, for his abounding mnnificeuce, with which
man can invest no other being, or <livest him"'clf. Can it not truly be
said that a being who is born to such great possessions, is bom fr.,e and
independent l The greatest blot on American character is, to have been
deluclecl by slaveholders into a belief that those great words expressed by
the men, who wrote and adopted the Declaration of our Independence,
were mere abstractions and the flourish of oratory, where they declared
the great.self-evident truth" that all men are created free and equal.and arc
possessed of certain iualienable rights, among which are life, lib 'rty, and
the pursuit of happiness," aud that the same were mcauingless. These
trutl1s are self-evident, and why/ said MR. S. They a re evident in every
b reath of air we respire through our lungg, cYcry step we take, in every
object we behold printed on every tree, written on every cloud, bursting
forth in every falling drop of rain, reflected in every ray of light, by which
the universe is warmed, and in glory lit up, and by the succe~sion of day
and night, summer a11J winter, seed-time and harvest, in fact, its self-evidence is stereotyped in eternal beauty upon the earth, the sea, the mountain, the valley, upon the moon, the sun, and stars of heaven. This constitutes the great record of ever-during selfevidence, that all men arc creat·
ed free aud equal, und are possessed of certain inalienable right~. &.c.
Said MR. S., this rises to a moral, if not a mathematical demons.ration,
and thnt a great nation should, so far as individuals, forget the dignity of
their origin, the vastness of their inalienable possessions, and ,-honld hunt
for arguments to force their debasement and search for reason~ to undert1alue such a being as man, especially in a great ~elfocracy, where each
man is a sovereign, is among all strange things, one which woul<l exceed
belief were we not met by the strange phenomenon at every tnrn of Imman affairs. Had we incorporated lhe Divine sentiments of om great Declaration into our minds, as an everlasting first-principle, and lived under
the sway of its glorious dominion, no slavery would theu have disgraced
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our magnificent country; no half cultivated, forlorn and deserted sections
of Slave States, would have told the world their melancholy tale. No
coffled gang of slaves would have dishonored our nation, driven from
State to State, for sale. No, our prosperity, riches, glory and moral elevation, wonld have presented so imposing an example of man's capabilities
for his own advancement, that king-craft aristocracies and all of that
coarse mode of working, taxing and governing men, as family-jobs, would,
long ere this, have bec11 thrown into tbe rear of the camp of human progress, and new forms of self-government would have succeeded, in which
the governed should have been the governors, and the interest of the governed would have prevailed, in the true advancement of the human race.
We, said MR. S., have terrible penalties to pay, for abandoning 1,rinciples so glorious, so wise, of which we had a full view, and by saying,
most shamefully, the Declaration of Independence is a formula and not
serious, it is the poetry of excited minds. By thus forsaking these great
truths, certain and as practical as the Dcealogne, we fell back into the
arms of a low, base expediency, and relived the forms of crimes and foJ.
lies of former ages, holding these sublime truths as abstractions, fitted
only for the meridian of Heaven, with angels for their operatives, to carry
them out, while we fed ourselves upon the husks of former absurdities,
rejecting truth, holding it too beautiful for practical use.
Said M1t. S., will not this Court set the nation the shining examfle of
doing right, on this question, by acting up to the full measure o their
judicial and moral 1)ower ?
Said MR. S., a nation may lose its liberty in a day, and not miss it in an
hundred years; this nation lost its true liberty, the clear light, the first moment
the great words of the Declaration of Independence ceased to be honored
and respected as household, every-day truth, the fundamental rules of
action, as the political and moral mathematics of the nation.
Although we make several hundred volumes of fourth of July orations,
poetical self-glorifications and boasting eulogiums for the home-market
yearly, in which the most beautifnl descriptions are given of the dress and
form of liberty, as a wonderful unknown goddess, and amuse ourselves in
describing her altar, the costliness of her sacrifices, and the riches of her
perfume, and the curling smoke of her incense; if in the everyday interconrse of man with man, of courts of justice with causes, in expounding
the doctrines of the great declaration and of legislation, in framin~ new
mies of action, we should with one consent, have asserted that 111 the
Declaratiou of Independence and other national and State Constitutions containing tl1e same thoughts, that liberty was sincere, in declaring the freedom and equality of all men, and the inalienability of the
rights, of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; for not so doing, we
have lost liberty, though we do not miss it; we have only liberty's casket,
but the jewel is gone; we are playing and satisfying ourselves with forms
when the snbstance has departed. We make the loud acclaim, we fire
the cannon of salutation, crackers burst under our feet, our toasts may be
drank in three times three, in the wildest uproar of animal excitement;
still these demonstrations are worse than senseless, because they make
us think we are true believers i11 liberty and the divine dignity of man,
while we are only high-heeled hypocrites and fanatics, spiuui11g in conC;)mric circlcs,like brain-turned dervishes aro1111d an abstraction of liberty,
being r,either flesh nor spirit, being the great indefinable, om adoration
increasing with our ignorance, until the beatitude of our worship is made
complete in the perfect itlealess. Still for a pretence we make long
speeches about .Republicanism and Democracy, while we have nailed and
crucified, in and through our colored brother, Liberty on the cross. We
have so long been absent from true liberty, that we should require a for•
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mal introduction before we should dare address her, for she is not that
tawdry dressed cyprian bearing her name, who had solrl her charms to
demagog11es, pimps, panders, pirates, buccaneers and slaveholders, whip
i.n ham!, who have declared that slavery is the chief corner-stone of our
republicau institntions: while the clergy of the south have most impiously
averred slavery to be a Bible, God-honored, Christian institntionto be kept.
Shameful impiety and desecration of the fonntaiu of Eternal trnth !
Said Mr. S., the Court will pardon me while we look for a moment at
the sublime teaching of that wonderful and holy book the Bible, so often
lugged iu to uphold piracy at the expense of the Etcrnal's jm;tice and
man's happiness. The Almighty has done a thousand-fold more, to
express his infinite abhorrence of slavery, than of all other crimes and
offences against his law. He has suspended the laws of natnre and in
one ini:,tauce of time, smote two and a half millions of people with death,
and caused the sea iu,elf to retreat before the fugitive slave, and made, as
predicated on these amazing exercises of power, a direct revelation of
himself, and immediately caused our revealed reEgion to be produced, to
express his cverla&ting detestation of a crime which would ui1throne
Him, and crnsh his creature man, and place him beside the beast of the
field. Said Mr. S., our Maker destroved the first edition of mankind.
In the second emission and publication of our race Egypt became rhc schoolmaster-nation of the human race, and the great instmctor of mankind.
The nations of the earth, on camels and dromedaries, came, in the infancy
of antiquity, to Egypt, to exchange their rude materials and ignorance for
the Egyptian works of art aud knowledge. In fact, no opinion was considered worthy of general accei;tance, by the snrroundmg barbarians, uuless it had an Egyptian endorsement, and their wise men's stamp and
mark upon it.
It appeared the Israelites in near 400 years had increased to two and a
half millions of people, as would seem from the number of men spoken
of in their Exodus. The Pharaohs had a sla\·e market for centuries. The
poor Jews had become slaves of the most distressing type. They bad
their overseers, t heir distinct tasks; they were scourged, and hacl every
mark of human debasement and slavery inflicted. The day of their deliverance was i.n an age, in which the passion for public structures, imposing in their magnirude, wonderful iu their display of high-wrought
efforts of genins, constituted the chief employment of their kings, and
great men, for centuries. The poor Hebrews had often laid their petitions
before Pharaoh through Moses and Aaron, asking to be permitted to go
into the wilderness, and worship their God. But Pharaoh, as a slaveholder, stood between this people and their conscience, and refused to let
them go. Slavery strikes down the rights of conscience always, for there
is not a slave in the United States, who is informed in any reasonable
degree in the Christian religion, who does not remain in slavery, contrary
to the plainest teachings of his own conscience. The Almighty having
warned the Egyptian government of the great crime of holding men in
bondage, was determined, in the early ages of mankind, to settle the question of his infinite abhorrence of slavery, in a manner so el"'mentary and
signal, tl1at the stamp of His fing-er-marks should remain nnerasable
through all coming ages. For slavery overthrows the will of the victim.
and the claim of the Almighty to the adoration of his creatures; and no
power c:in get in between God and man, ancl interfere on this subject,
uule~s it is slavery. Slavery breaks down the will, volition, and choice
of its victim; the slaveholder steps i11 between the slave and his
Maker, and says, Oh, slave, talk not of conscience, your religion, or your
God; do my will, or die; my wi!I is your law, and not your God's;
my will yau must _obey, or die. Slavery always dis.1?utes our Maker's
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supremacy; warning after warning, miracle after miracle, had been lost
upon the obduracy of Egypt's king. One morning, as the pop11lation of
that kingdom of 15 millions of people arose and looke<l at their beloved
Nile, lo ! and behold, it was one vast river of blood, from the cataracts
where its tumbling torments of blood fell in mighty roar, and pursued its
swcepiugconr!lefor600 miles to its seven mouths, where the Mediterranean,
reeeiving its tribute from this aueient servant, blu,slwl for twenty leagues
around, at Pharaoh's impudence. The stranger from afar, the traders,
seekers of knowledge, and the citizens, stood that livelong day, and
wondered at the bloody Nile; and as reasons were asked and given, I
thiuk I hear them say, the reason why the Nile runs blood is that
Pharaoh holds the Hebrews as slaves, and the Hebrews' God demands
their release, and shows his anger and his power at Pharaoh's refusal.
The ~tranger would carry tl1is news to the utmost bounds of liviug man,
saying, 01,e entire day I saw the Nile run blood, to express the abhor•
rence of the Hebrews' Goel against the crime of slavery. Again, the heavens were llarkened at noon by the gyrations of armies of locusts, which
shut out the suu, and they consumed the vegetation of this fertile land;
men cried for mercy, and in a few hours this army of destructive locusts
was carried 011 the wings of a strong west wind into the depths of the
Red Sea, not one left. The Egyptian and the stranger knew that the Hebrews' God had done thi~, to cause these poor slaves to be delivered from
the mighty monarch's crnel power. Ou a certain other day the obstinate
Pharaoh refused, after many promises, to let the poor llebrew slaves go
free. It is noon; the burning power of a June sun strikes the land; anon,
all eyes in Egypt are turned. to a black cloud risiug out of the west, over
the Lybian desert.
Said Mn. S., tht>< was the first thunder-storm in Egypt, and the la.<;t, for
it 11either rains nor hails in Egypt, owing to the great Lybiau desert of
sand on the west, ancl the Arabian desert on the east, as philosophers
suppose. It skirts the western heavens, and the terrific clouds raise
themselves higher aud higher; men turn pale; anon the low and
solemn tones of thunder arc heard; men tremble, and say it is the voice
of the slaves' God,-in a moment the flashes of forked lightning play with
infinite quickuess, men fall on their knees and declare it is the Jtashing
of the angry eyes of the Hebrews' God at the Egyptians' cruelties. The
clouds rise to the high altitude of noon; the lightning, the winds, and
roaring thunder send consternation into the hearts of affrighted men. It
appears like night, nature in agony, men fear to speak, and believe they
are on the eve of doom; men and beasts hide themselves in extreme ter•
ror ; the thunder makes the earth tremble from pole to pole; the pyramids
rock from their deep foundatiom,, the rains descend, the hail beats the
earth, fire and ice leap from the clouds, while the lightning strikes down
the trees, plays round the pyramid tops, smites the sphinx, and rnns
along upon the gronnd, men in agony praying for deliverance; Pha·
raoh and his court lie prostrate in the palace, the earth seems shaken out
of its place, and all natnre in convulsions. The king implores mercy,
and the Father of all hears, pities and delivers, tho faithle!'is king and people, and ere the suu went down, that storm aml desolation hacl forever gone
by, and the last cloud sunk below the horizon, in the !led Sea, while the
beautiful snn rolls down the western heavens, smiliug in mercy from and
beyond the dark soiitndes of the interminable Lybian sands. This
storm, all men knew, was an evidence of God's displeasure at slavery.
But Pharaoh wo1.1ld not let the people go.
It is i1l Egypt, and is midnight, when the young wife, but two years
married, awoke and placed her hand on the shoulder of her youthful lmsband; he was as cold as marble, he would uot awake at her mournful
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cry-he was dead, he was the firist born of bis pareuts. She arose in wild
despair, she lit a fla111beat1, and looked at her little babe on the mattress;
the fixcll ~mile was there, rigid in death, never to be relaxed; he was the
/ir.~t born of his parents; ~he flies to her father's and mother's bed in
the next rnom, she awakes her father, but none but the archangel can
aro1tse her mother from death's sleep, most profound; she was the first
born of her parents. She sends her man-servant to her neighbor for help
in this a,yfnl hour; the servant enrers the neighbor's, a light is there,
wailing a11d horror meet him. The aged father of the second house was
the first Loru of his parents, aml is dead, ancl the infant first born is also.
No contortion, no groan was ever heard of all who fell in a single instant,
on that dreadful night ; they lay with all the peace of eternal sleep npon
chem. The servant finds another servant in tfiis second house of death,
they go out, they hear the survivors' wail, and see the baleful torch lit up
in every house around ; they ascend a tower on the banks of the Nile,
high above and all around as in a moment for forty miles, as far as eye
can measure light upon the earth's <lark face, the beams of the death
torch of that direful hour from all directions strike their wretched eyes.
T he lamentations were loud and long; and when the morning sun arose,
the angel of death for long hours had been gone from the ahoclcs of man and
beast, and there was not one house in all the land of Egypt in which there
was not one dead, or abont two and half millions, <Jr one sixth of the
people, or a life of one of Egypt's slaveholders had been taken, for each
Hebrew slave detained. No mi,;taking the power and will of the God of
the bondmen longer, and the affrighted Pharaoh and his court cry to these
slaves," up and be gone, or we are all dead men." The ftu1eral, the most
terrible iu time, then followed. Nothing like these deaths or funerals, in
the history of oar race. The fugitive slaves had marched to tl1e northeast and reached the Red Sea, and were in great fear, reposing on its
banks between two mountains, the one on their right, and the other on
their left. Solemn hours ! As they rested we may feign that roung
Hebrews climb to the mountain tops, and saw the rising clouds o dust
on the 1<outlt-westcrn e<lge of the heavens. That army is led on by
Pharaoh's generals, of chariots and cavalry, the notes of trumpets
fell upon their ears, and the young men cry to their friends below, "They
come ! tbey come ! we hear their trumpets on the plain !"
Then the desponding fugitives cried, " ~rere there no graves in Egypt/"
The night came, portentous; a mighty cloud rested between the slaveholders an<l the trembling fugitives. Ou the side next to the poor slaves,
the cloud beamed as from a !illar of fire, all light, the smile of heaven.
Ou the other side of the elou the pursuing slaveholders saw it all dark,
lngubrions, presaging to them the horrors of their last day. This was
another finger-mark of Divine power. The morning lowered, and in
clouds, to these sad and impious slaveholders heavily brought 011 that day
whose end they would never see. The trembling fugitives stood looki11g
nine miles across the intervening Red Sea, whose waves broke
in melancholy murmurs at their feet. Despair was on every face.
'\\'hen Moses spoke," stand still and see the salvation of tL.e Lord,''
a nother finger-mark of Omnipotence was made, and Moses stretched out
his rod over the Red Sea, and anon a long line of subsidence of the waters
appears. Every fugitive eye saw it. Then the re-flowing of waters from
that central line, the piling of waters follow; tl1e waters ascend and pile,
ascend and pile, until the naked bottom across appears with perpendicular water walls of great height, by Oirmi1,otenee held u11, and probably one mile wide is left like a clean beach. The fugitives pass down on
this m1travoled road, and finally division after divisim1 rose upon the
further side. At length the weak passed up, the cripple climb the bank,
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and lo! there sec tho~o little orphans pull themselves u p by twig", and
that poor old ma11 on his cn11,·ht•~, they help pull l11m up-they ure all
up and over. Jliow rises the wildest, grandest, and most suhli111e musi::
which 1·\·cr bnrst from human lips-- tbe fugitives' song! The healllong
vindicrivc slavehoh.lers, burning with rage. thir:sting for re,•cnge, follow
on the fu~ith·cs' track into the ~ca; and as they were at the ccntrr.l i.lcpths
of the Red .Sea, {jravitation was permitted to re-a,,crt her ancient law,
when dow11 came these mighty momllains of waters to thei r ancient bed.
Pharaoh and his haughty ho~ts expired in the centre of n miracle. For
forty yc•ars the Almighty fed these poor fugitive slaves directly from His
owu table.
Said .Mn. S., tho Goel of Heaven, as in mercy to man, that he might
never O!!ai11 commit the atroeions crime involved in slavery, cansed
Mount fi111ai to quake from it~ deep fonn<lationb, and amidst the thunders
and tlw li~htning:s the Almi(tbty, with his own finl{er, wrol(• the tul>les
of the law, his ten eternal order:,;, wluch •~ mo!'t eminently nmi-!'lavcry
in character, that the nime whid1 had ;.hook Eizypt to its fon11dations
m i~ht 11cver occur again for want ofa Di1 me proh1uition. This wns tho
decalo1?11e," Lon' the Lord thy God with all t.hy hear,, mmd, :111d strength,
and thy nei;?hbor as thyself." This commanc.l obeyed , destroys all the
slavery in the world. W hat slaveholder can kwdly love his slave
unle~" he mnnumits him?
The prefac•e to the,;e commands, in the i:;1xth vcri'c of the fifth chapter of
Deuteronomy, " I am the Lord thy Got.I, which \Jrought thee out of tl1c land
of Ecypt, anti from the ho11~e of lxmcloge:•
"Houor thy father and mother." No, 1>ays the slaveholder, I will sell
your father and motlwr, you must obey yonr master
"Thon shalt not ki-ll." I w1ll kill, i;,tys the blavc>holtler, if it is necessary,
by flOl!!!'ing to olrain snbmi.,sion; or tfrhc s!aH! will nm from me ,1 hen [
tell h im to stop, I will shoot and kill him, and i:-outhem law says, amen.
"Thou shalt not commit adnl:cry." I will commit adultery, and hreak
the marriage covennnt between my slaves, and compel them to marry
over when my intere,-t will be promoted, or separate man aud wife liy
sale, or purchase nnd make them marry agnin.
"Thou shalt not steal." I will steal, aud appropriate, sayB the i;lavoholder, all the man hath, all he can earn, and the man h1mulf, when my
i11terest can be p romoted thereby.
"Thou !'halt not covet." I will covet that man's or that woman's body,
and I will posses~ myHclf of them, and appropriate them to my own use,
says the slaveholtler."
Saic! Mn. S., look at the condescension of the Almighty. He made the~e
poor fu!!iti\'C slaves, the Librariaus n11d Custodians of the revelation of
h is will to mankind. Slavery tread,; thi,- revelation under foot, and <111otes
the Bibli> to prove slavery, when there is the most incoutestable evidence
that there never woulcl have been a revelauon m the decalogue, but n
the fini~hin!! stroke of thc>~c nwfol wonders and miracles, 011 the faith
of which onr reli!!ion rc~ts, all originnti1w, co11\·er!!i11g and tc:rminating
in thnt i,rrent f11mlame11tnl prnpoi,.11io11, that God intiniwly abhor:- slavery,
bc>c:rn~t· 1t snpplauts h is direct a uthority over the will of His ehil<l, and
throws Iii,; d1ild, with an immortal 111i11tl, matlP in his own image, into
the catl'!!ory of brnte-hca~t>-, thus for el'er 0Yer1hro\\'iug the fund:rn:crntal
relation of GoJ to man, of man to hi,- uei'lhbor, anti of man IO lrnn~clf.
To Yintlicatc the character, po,H•r, andjnst1ce of the ~11pn•mc, anti hring
man home a~ain to hi,- trni: relat;ons, was wPII worthy of a display of
such ti\\'fnl pu\\'1•r, introducing llim~wlf as God to the anctent world.
1\fa. S. said there wa:; another propo,;it1011 wluch he wished to glance
at in passing. That was the Constitution of the United States, for he con-
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temiecl, were he h!'fore the Kinz·s Bcn('h, in \V,•~trnin!'.ter Hall, he would
there in~ist, and he believed with crntirc sttcec,.. ~, that thPrc was 11ot a
slave Ill New JN•ey, or iu any "lave St:tu•. \1,ho h,Ld been ckprivedofbis
liberty a<'.cording-to law. I mcan>tla,esas t 1tey an• generally and atlar;ro,
and not tho~e who have Iwen ronnrll••l of crurn•s: and therefore there is
uot:, slave, if yon ttchnit him a per:;uu, a,; slan~holders contend, lmt111ust
be diseharged hy a j11dge or a court, 011 !Jein!;{ hrn11ght hcf11rc ~aid con rt
011 tlll' ~ronnd that he haR never beun dt'pri,·ed of hi,; Iilil'rty hy due proce~,; of law, acconhng to the Co11stit11tiu11 of the linitcd :-talc«. That
reconl must bP. produced, ori:.,:inatiui.r 111 n i:ecis1011 or an iudietment of a
graml jmy, and the finding of a petlt jnry, and the pronouncing of jmlgmcnt thereon, hy a court of comp<'lent jurisdiction. This, Sir E<lward
Coke, amt Judge :Story 011 ~ir Edu-ard'11 authorily, in his C'ommeutarie~,
440, says i~ the meauingof due process of law att·ommo11 law, as used
m Jftgna Chart,,. Bnt I, ~aid :.In. S., a111 w:llin~ to reduce !he character
of the ,•onrt, and c•ven strike ont the pN1t and gnuul Jury from the instrume11tality-a1Lci them I say that "dne process of law" mc,rns a court or
t;0rue jntlicial persona~e, ouc or mon• making a <'0llrt, ,vho have adjudicate,l the man 10 he a sla\·c: aud if thar record caunot I.Jc found, the man
must :,:o free, or the indfriclnal mn!-r nut Jo,-e )us liberty witl10ut dne
procuss of law. That record cannot he found in lhis laud, Will any
man pretend that plantatio11 1111d cart-\\ lup di~c-ipline is dw• proccs~ of
law! Will any pretend that hciu~ dPpr1,·e<l of tht' ri!l"ht to Imm 10 read,
or write, as iu ~Dill" of our Stare~, u11dt•r the pcnuhy of twc11ty-fh·e la.shes
on tlw 11ake,l li,11·k of the tc·acher and the tau~;u, i,o <lnc proc•ess of law•
Yes, for the mother to tead1 h('r d1iltl to i-pell the name of the Saviour,
for the second attempt, mother aud d1illl are to he whipped one hundred
lashe"; for tht> thirJ otfencc•, the punishment is death. Is this the due
pro,'.e"s of law, uamed m the Constitution of thli l'nited ::itates/ The
pur~nin:r of fugith·es with I.Jlood-lwuud:s, cannot be the due proces~ of
law of the Co11,;lit11tion?
The i::cparat1011 by sale of husband from wife, nnd wife from bnsband,
and children from both, to suit the co11\"enieuce of the master, can11ot lie
due proce,.:s of law? The 1.ierng born of slnvc mother, on a '-lal'eholdcr·s
plantat1011, cannot be due process of law? The being torn away from
home, ki11<lred ;\lld friend:;, and sent by the middle passa~o to a slave
auction in South Carolina, and sold Oil the boards into hopeless bondage,
cannot be due 11roccs;a of law!
Is not !-lavery a punishmeut or au infliction 011 men beyond the track of
the common misfortunes of mankind, of sufficieut maguitmle to have it
left to tl1e adjudic:uion of some mortal man, in the shape of a justice or
jud~c, n,ljn<licating a man into the ~rent drag-111't of slavery' For, we
find it rakes the stron~e~t Jndicial power in the land to ;.:t•t him 0111.
Slaveholders claim him under the wor,l "per~on" in the Co11s11tnt1on, because they say, there is no other word hy which 1hey can d<·note slav<'ry.
The word per;,on, I have, i11 this arg11me11t in relotiou to due process of
law uRcd i.t1 tho sl:wehol<lillg seu'-'e, which is, alter all, dl)wnright 11erversion.
The word perso». in the Con;.titution of the United State~. mean~ a
hum:111 I,ein~ po~se'-'~ed of 11:irnral ri!thts of l1fc, hurrty, an,l the pnrsnit
of happint!ss. The wonl person nwans n ltuma11 being in the fulluess of
hiq natural ri;ht", and uoth•n!t more. The Grc.:l,s, Roman~. and En::;-lish,
whcll1l'r 11-.ing tht> word i.1 luw or in common parlance, m,•an thi!-., and
noth111g more; and vou can !,•~ally 1io more c,pr<:~>< the id,•a o! a slave
by it than you can ti1at of a King. ,\ man whu i,; n slave nccor<ling to
slan• law, Jiaq lost his perso,111!:{P, if 1 Illa}' so !<peak, and has passed into
chattelhooJ.. or thi1~ghoo<l, and all the rights of 11crt;Oll are tumihilated, or
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in a state of suspended animation, until the pure air of Liberty inflates his
lungs again. The Constitution of the United ~rates is an Anti-:-lavery document, in its general spirit and tcu<lcncies; and nuder other auspices and circumstances would have been called a great act of w1iversal emancipation,
and have set every slave free in the laml. being paramount law, without
doing the thousandth part of violence in construction which has been done
by a slaveholding interpretation, by which it has been made into a slaveholding document, to create the ho1Tid institntion by re-enacting the slave
laws of the two States of Virginia and Maryland, thereby covering the two
sections of the District of ColnmLia, in creating and regulating by territorial laws, slavery m eight of the new States, five of which, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and Missouri, were not a portion of the United
States or its territories at the ndoption of the Constitution of the United
States. The Congress of the Uuited States under slavcholding dictation
created slavery, therefore, in Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama, a portiou
of our territory at the adoption of the Constitution; and in the other five
States the nation purchased the territory and created the institution in
them, as territories, and the Co11gress then brouglit these five slave States
into the sisterhood of the republic. Aud now we are told slavery is a
State-iJ1stitution and is beyond the reach of any power of Congress, for
its excermination; that is, that Congress has power to create and fasten
this infernal institution on a territory, but has no J)owcr to abolish it anywhere, after it has enacted it once into existence, either in it!\ territorial
or State character; it has no power to lop, restrain or eradicate slavery
from a State or territory, but is bound to foster and nurture it with
parental care, us one of.the patriarcftal, domestic and peculiar mstitutiv11.s of
the south. Permit me to assert, as it regards these States, that Congress
had no more 11ower to create slavery there in the begitmmg, than it had
to create an antocrat in either of Lbose States or territories, in whose
hand and his heirs, all lJower, legislative, judicial and executive, slwuld
be centred for ever with full power to sell or dispose of the bodies
of all the people or inhabitants who should or might come within the
bounds of his territory or Slate. For the power exercised in the case of
slavery by one half of the inhabitants, over the other, is precisely the
same in degree and kind as that described, only the number of the
autocrats is increased. Each autocrat has a less number of subjects, but
the power exercised is precisely the same in extent, and in relation to
those on whom it operates, is the same precise antocratism, as though
there was but one despot. Now I deny that Congress has lawful power
to do any such thing.
Many persons run to the Madison papers published in the last few
years, to ascertain the meaning of the framers of the Constitution, who
met in Philadelphia in 1787, as a mere committee of the nation, sent out
to report to the people the form of a Constitution for their adoption in
the summer of 1788. I deny in any event, the right toresort to this mode
of interpretation, to contradict the noble and glorious text of that document; but isnp posing this a correct mode of getting darkness into the room
to show the light, still it is not applied at the right point. Thirteen
State conYentions were held in the year 1788, by the authority of their
respective legislatures, to adopt or reject what had been framed, by a
committee-convention of the nation, as a body of draughtcrs of the form
of the Constitution, who had been sent to Philadelphia, during the summer of 1787, to do that very work; not to adopt that Constitution, but to
report the form of one, to the people of the States.
·
In the summer of J 788, the people, in their thirteen State Conventions,
by the constitutional number of nine, adopted thi.;; Constitution ; and if
this rule of interpretation now sought to be adopted, could be made ap•
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phcahlo anywhere, we should h:wf' to go to the adopter~, and IJOt the
framers. What, and how did the <Uiopters, tl1c pcople, under,;tand this instnuncnt when they adopted it? Did they nnder,;tand it in uuy sense different from what iL imports on its fare? Wlwrn arc the secret intentionA,
private understandings, those implied guamntres and curious fanciful
comprorm~es of those tlurteen Con,·cntion~ of 11dopters 1 Have they ever
come to light except in i;ome long i;peeeh of ~t>111e Soutltern slaveholding
orator? How come the descenda111,; of those slaveholder:; of 1788 to be
made the special depos1tees of all those sN·ret guarauteeR, compromisei'l,
and implied understandings, in bchulf of slavery, now spoken of with a.
confidence as startling as the information communicated is important,
novel, and fall"e. This was not i;o. These .ire mere after-thought>' of
despotism. Xo man has ever ,hown one word from thu adopters, conflicting with the text. Shall a committee sent out by the uatton, affix to
well uucl<'rstood langnage of the romrnon law, and ot every day nse,some
t.ecrcl eahalistic m<':111i ug in hostility to the tC'xt.; afld then get the people,
through their Con1·entiows, to adopt the C'oll',titution for the beautiful
prirwiplf'il it cxpre,-.;ecl on it.~ face, and after that was accompli,-hcd, to
wait till the framers and adopter,, arc <lead, arnl then to c-0mr out and say,
ah, the people have ,ulopced this Constimtion, for what it purported on i1,;
face, bm we, the sous and gran<l--ons of 1he So111hern framers, ha1·e a calialistic key left by our grandfathers i11 the Sonth, by which, when the worcl
ju;;tice appears, our grandfathers nwant .~lat'el"!f or mj•'-'tice; when we u~cd
the word ptnon.1 we meant vlnre• ~ometimes, and .•ometimr>s fru per,on.s;
when we ~aid "no pn•on shall t,c depriw<l of life, lilx.>rty. or property
without clue process of la\\·," we there understood a sla\'e lo be a chattel or a
piece of j)roperty, ancl uot a pcnon; we !incl a sliding-1-c·alo by which
we used tie word purson for slave wheu the interest of the i-laveholder i~
to be promoted, but whcu the lang-nage can be applied to him as a person
in ano(her part of the iustrument, and therchy set him free, the iI1tendment i11 to he against liberty, and that we ditl not meau thnt he should
have any of the ble!<~iugs of the Con,-titution, hilt• only il~ curses and its
cruelty. When the wore\ person mcaus bitter,it iR the !,lave's portion; when
the wore] person menus sweet, he has no lot or purt in that matter. Although
the word person 11evcr meant slave iu any written document b<'fore we
affixed, it among our~eh-es, or our grandfathers did, io. thi,- pewhar sen~<',
and refused to U!;C the word slarc. This '>\'a, the secret opinion of the
drafter", who suppos.,cl they conltl thus derm•e lhe adopti.•ri; into adoption. When we on:tcted that J\rti<•k, hy which we s:rnl "The Unitrcl
States shall g-uarantr,e a republican form of government to t•ad1 of the
States," we knew the old and trne meaning of a republican 1?owrnment to be one in which the go,·crnrnem was made hy and for the benefit
of the ionm1ed, aud that each p<•rson in a r!!puhlican form of government was born free and equal, and t•ntitled to life. liberty, and the pursuit of happi11e11s. This, we knew, woulil, by force of thi~ provision
in the Constitution of the Uuite1l S<atcs, if faithfully honored, blot
-0ut slavery from e,·1·ry State Constitntion, nnd every Rtak upholdinl! n
propositton of 1:-lavery by State le(l'blation, it licin~ diamem~ally oppo:-ite
to a repnhlican form of gonm1ment; therefore, it was a~ecd secretly, as
a compromise, by the framers of tho Constiwtion, as one of the secret
comproltlises or implied guaranteeR, again~t !iherty, that this should he
ao. une.urrised artide, or an u11uml j1111Ctioii of the Federal C'on~titution, :tR
a. sort of fifth wheel to a coach; b<'1·.au~e, if carried out, it would cut up
1<lavery, root ancl branch, in the old States then made, and in the ne,\· to
be made. Therefore, Rays this ~ecret compromi~e-keeper, we, at these~sion of Congress in 1845, in pnrHnanre of our :1ccrct compromise ofinrerpreta.tion of language, with its use and di~use, and under the snspcnsioll
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of that article of the Federal Com,titntion J!U:mrntceing a repnhlican fonn
of government, we admitted Floridans a Srate, a!' we h:ul Sc\'eral slave
States before, in which we pNmirtcd this Article of the Co11!'tit111io•1, g11aranteei11g- a repnblica11 form of government to each ::--,are, 10 he 01·erri<lde1t
and totally disregarded, as though it did 1101 exist; and in the Florida Constitution :-Javery is held snch a sacred a11d central right among lier l11s1itution.s, that it. is placed out of reach and heyo11d the control of her own
legislatnre, and that colored freemen coming into that Srate front Maine,
Massaclw~etts, or other free States, may he sold as slaves: aial the right
the Co11stitntio11 gnarmuees to each ciri,:e11 of one Stnte i11 e11joyi11g nll
the privileges of cifrienship in another State, says om secret conipro111isekcepcr, means, as it was u111lerstood by the fra111ers in the cahalist1c catalogue, that this part of the Coustit11tio11 should 11ever apply w a J\lassaclmsctts or Rhode lslaud citi;,,en, if his great gra11<lmother had a clrop of
African blood in her niius; aud that although the Co11i-tit111ion of the
United States had a1Jolisl1ed allniuders in this coi:ntry, still, so far us free
colored citi:;:e11s were concerned iu coming from free to 1<lave S1a1es, they
were to be regarded, in defiance of the Constitntion of the United States,
as ,1ttai111cd,-yei', the victims of a colored attai11der, and snhject to the
awful jnd,zmeut of perpetual slavery for showing their colored heads with
110 helmet l.Jut the Federal Coustitntion for their protection in a slave State.
Aud if the old :_;;tatc of New Jersey had had the be11efit of the Federal
Constitution hefore the ado})tiou of your new Constiwtion of JR~~. and if
Congress had given this State the practical benefit of a nepuhlican form
of Government, 1,y abolishiug- iu Congre~s your Srnte slm·e laws, as contrary to a Republicau form of Government, it would not have bee11 necessary for me to have tronl.Jled yonr llonors, the lcgi~lation of Congress
being paramount to nil State Constitutious n1ul State legislation 011 all
poims within its Constitntionaljnrisdic-tion. And altho11~h the Co11stit11tio11 of a State may he sileut 011 the subject of l'lavcry, still, if,:;laYelwldiug
legislation dishonor the State :::tatutc hook, tlten Co11grcss has jmi~diction
to abolii'h snch State law, as rc11ders the form of tl,at Staie Go\·emmcnt
hostile i:o a Republican form of Governmeut. The fonn of a State Government may be Republican in its Con~titntiou, but legislatiom may
spring np in that State, IJy which one half of the people may assume to
own the other half, in direct hostility to a Repnhlican form of Govcnuneut,
and the United States. isaid Mn. S., is then bo11nc!, by some cxerci~e of
sovcrci~n power, to restore to tl1e people of New Jersey, a Hep11hlican
form of Government, either by lcgi,slation in Congress or liy the exercise
of jndicial power through the Federal or State j11diciaries; and if through
the latter, then 1 am in my proper place to coutenil here this day that
this old lnw of slavery was nnconstiwtional ever since the adopT1011 of
the ConMitntion of the United States, as being contrary to the fundamental guarantee of the Republic, and all S:ate laws eonfiicting with said
guarantee of a Repnhlic;an form of Government are uull and void, a11
mnch as a State law violating the liberty of conscience secured by the
Co11stirntio11; and if this gronnd be a so1111tl position, the slave laws l1avo
bccu void from the adoption of the Co,1stirntion, as being in direct hostility to the solemn guarantee in the Constitution in favor of a Repuhlican
form of Government. Give me, said 1\111. S., a Rep11blica11 form ofGovernm('nt in the Constitution an<l the legislation of a State, and I tlefy any
man to hold a human being in that State as a slave, according to the law
of that conntry, until the meaning of langnnge is reYolntionizcd.
Said l\111. S., the very idea of a Constitution of the United States in an
enlarged view, i.f he were al.Jle to take oue, would be replete with conseq11ences full of glorious import to the bondmen of this land. A':i> has been
said by me before in the course of this argumeut, a Constitution springs
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from our weaknes,; and neetl of protection, and is a covenant of the whole
people with each person, and of each person with the whole people, for
the protection aatl <lefenc:e of our natural rights, of life, liberty, and the
pursnit of happiness. Is it possible to conceive that a people meeting
from th~ir m11tllal wcakue.,s, a'11 after coming together, conclude to make
a charter party of piracy? That, although they agree to protect and
defend five sixths of the people in their natural rights, yet, as it regards
the other si."l:th, they solemnly covenant and guarantee, to give them no
protection or ad va1Hage therefrom, but covenaut to strip ~aid one-sixth of
their natural rights of hfc, liberty, and the pnrsuit of happiness; and
reduce tlwm to chattels, men-breathiug-property, so that they would be
infinite losers by forming a Constitution. Instead of having their natural
rights protected, they are stript of the right to themsell'llS, and delivered
over to master.;,, who, dnrnk or sober, reasonable or unreasonable, sen!lible or foolish, arc to make for them Constitutions and Jaws, in the height
of passion, prompted hy lust, avarice or meanness, from hour to hour,
nnd Jay to <lay, until life's end. The slaveholders contend the Constitution of the United States secured them these terrible advantages. If it
did, and the adopters had .~o nuderstood it, I do not believe n single State
would have seriously entertained an idea for its adoption for a single
momo11t, uorth of the State of Delaware
To be sure, said MR. S., we have lived under an invisible Constitution
of slavehol<ling constmcrion for fifty-five years, which we ha\·c never
seen, bm have often bitterly felt-tlte ~ood hone:<t anti-slavery Constitntion which should have gone into operation on the fourth of March, 1789,
us it w:i.s honestly adopted, and if carried out, in the integrity of its high
and glorious purpose, would, Jong ere this, have extirpated slavery from
this guilty land, and made it the paradi8e of the New World. But the
government, from its adoption, has been under, as a general proposition,
the control of slavcholding Prcsi<lents, Vice Presidents, Speakers of the
House of Representatives, who organized the legL~lative power with five
millions of whites at the south, aud ten millions of whites in the north.
The soutbshoul<l have had three of the nine judges of the Supreme Court of
the United Stares, but they have five and the north four; they hare twothirds of the foreign ministers, the principal officers on the sea and on the
land. The south have furnished the spiracles through whieh the government
has breathed, yes, and the eyes with which it saw, the cars with which
it heard, and the tongues a11d pens by which it spoke and wrote. It isno
wonder the ship lost the track of its contemplate<l voyage, and became
the abused organ of a section of the land whose suppo!<ed i1iterests prosecuteu au implacable war upon human rights, or in other words the
basis an l prosperity of whose peculiar institutions were quickened into
life by tears and blood, and found their proper a liment in cru;:hing and
prostituting the rights of oue half of their own population, and holdmg human labor iu contempt, by which three millions of their own population being white men, could not labor 1.Jy the si<le of the slave without disgrace; and they, the whites, having no capital but their labor. sunk
down to a point of degradation bnt little above the slaves, 110 schools,
they became the lazarom· of this continent, while some forty thousand
oligarchi:;t.;,, owning most of the land and the slaves, and being prompted
by ambition and money, moved by the common spirit of slavery, the
1me bond of connection and source of their political power ; these men
have snatched this Constitution from tl1e natio11, a11d have given us by
the force of suppre~sion, violation, con!Struction and interpretation, commingled with their fanciful gnarantees and compromises, a Constitution
a s 1.ty them atlmiuistered, btiaring a faint resemblance to the one given
ua by the fathers of the Revolution, with their wounds yet uuhealed from
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the battle-fields of freedom. The preamble of the Constitution of the
United States mu,-t ha·:1• bc,·11 adopt ..,!; I er the whole dol'umcnt hr.d
bl·co prt·parn,l hy the fra1111,r:-, as the ~mud exponent ol 111ten11ou; and as
so much is said by slavchol<ling cas111stry, that I have often thoud1t the
framers of that instrument had a melancholy forcbo<ling, that attempts
might be made by the crafty and designing of an aftrr agr, to pervert
that <locnmcnt so plain and so full of good srnse and virtuous principle
to ,:,omo ,-inistcr purpose; therefore, 11s an everlasting linger-hoarcl pointing to the stmight road of intent, they virtnally said, -•" Herc we 1111lock
our heart,-, as to object and desi;,;11, and we >-ay, trust not thoi-c who tell you
this i,; not tho trnth. This is our cl<•sign: We, the people of the United
States, in onlN to form a more perfect union, c~tablish justice, ~ecurc
dome!'ti<' tranquillity, pro\·ide for th<? common defence aud promote the
general welfar(', and secure the hlessiugs of Lihcrty, for us nnd our 11ostcrity, do o~tablish and ordain this Corn;titution for the Uui\ed States of
America."
What purity and nobility of object! How much have ,vc had practically of this Con,-titntiou, I.Jy "larnholding cons1rnctiou 1 '-aid \IR. K Let
\II\ sec lu>w 1t would read if made for the ohjeet contended by slaveholder;; and their apologists, aud .t!< we 1nactically sec it admini~tered. "We,
five-'-ixth,; of the pcopfo of the United State~, in order to set>nre a union
among onrselveR, which shall make the other sixth cnr..e the union, and
to pstahli-.h justice for five-sixths by the most cruel injnRticc to the other
11ix1h; to 11rovide for the common defence of fiYe-sixths, by taki11g away
all pnblic and private defence from the other sixth; to promote the particular welfare of fiv<'-"ix1h.;; by de~troying the entire welfare of the otlwr
&ixth; to 11ccnre tht' blc~siugs of liberty to live-sixths, and the curses of
ncver-endin~ ;;lavery to the other sixth, we do ordain this Constitution for
the Uuited State" of Amt•rica."
What wonl<I the adopter;, in the thirteen States have said to such a draft
of a Cou«titution ! ~Jost of the thirteen l-tate;,, 011 organizin~ the ('Otwent.ious of 1788, for rejection or adoption, wonld lwve resolved to have ltit
the common hangman hang thi,1 Constitution on the gallow~. with caricatures of the leaders in the eonvention of 1787, and closetl the scene by
burning it np, and haYc adjourned si,1e die. Another Convt•ution of the
United States would have been called by an indignant people, and the
first article would have abolished slavery, by name, in 1he t:uitcd States,
as an everlasting disturbing canse, no longer to l,c trusted to disgrace our
soil. :\lnnv ~eem to think, we derive our natural, a,; well ;ii; citizen,
righcs, from· a Co11:-t1tutiun. That, ,;aid ,Vin. S., cannot be so. Our natural
rights are derived from onr l\laker, and the Corn<titntion is like n feoe('
aroural them to protect them from the im·asiou of others. l\len derivo
title by letter:;-patcut from the Supreme power of the State, to their land,
and the fence is plat'ed around it to protect it from the wandering herd.
Constitutions may aiso be said, "aid ;\IR. S., to be of American origin, nnd
h is not possible wo werf' so corrupt in tho morumg of the science. 'fo
be sure Enl,!land talks ot her ronst1tutio11 ; t>he speaks of Mag,.a Charla
obtained by fierce and il{noram barons, in the year 121;;, with sword in
hand from feeble John; also the iutror.luction of the l'rotc~tant religion,
by Heurr. VIII., and tbc Revolution of 161!8, and some othi>r important
epochs hke the Reform Rill, which added to the current stream of imperial Leg-i~lation, all consi(lercd, bei11~ "moles 111d1gesta,'' mrike the sum
and substauco of what an :Euglishman mean;; by the Constit11t10n of
his country. Franco made several Co11stit11tio11,; during the political p:i.roxysms and rcvolutiou1< of that curiou;; people, during the latter end of
the eighteeuth and the beginning of the nineteenth ce11t11ries, but nt Inst
this gallant people revolved in a circle of elementary expedieuts, front
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1789 to the war of the Barricades in 1830, makin,!!" organic ~xperiments,
to collect the true sense of the nation respecting the safest place or hands
in which to lodge power, from which the greatest amount of protection
might be expected with the least burden to the peoJ?le. Different forms of
primal law were submitted to the people for adopt10n or rejection.
But, look at Russian, Prussiau, German, and Italian States; here each
person is looking to imperial, royal, or ducal prerogatives, for that security of life, liberty, and property, which should never have been absorbed by tlte Crown, but should always have constituted a fundamental
layer of human rights, coming from, and adopted by the people, as their
wall of defence.
Our Colonies were in the habit of receiving gifts of a political character;
carefully sent over the Atlantic after them, in grants, patents, bills of
rights, and charters; the very rights which they could 11ot have left
behind them, and been men. These Constitutions, anywhere and everywhere,
as a general rule, are made to defend human rights and not to crush
them. The very idea of a Constitution is like a life-preserver, made to
save men in their danger in the water, and is not to be loaded with lead
to sink them. There are innumerable modes by which human rights
have bee11 crushed, without calling in the very thing which should protect them, with which to accomplish so diabolical a purpose. To suppose ships made on purpose to preserve five-sixths, an<l expressly to
drown the other sixth who sailed in them; the bridge to precipitate its
sixth passenger over it into the river ; is not more abstud in su{position,
than to s11ppose a United States Constitution an instrument o min and
destruction to every si..-.,::th man who sought its protection. Instead of an
asylum he finds it to be a dungeon with fetters; that he is to be bereaved, and his posterity in all coming generations, of all capacity to have
natural rights; the forlorn victims of avarice, lnst, cruelty, and contempt;
himself, property owned, and in the most abject form, shorn of the power
to assert the strength Heaven gave him to protect his most valuable rights.
Rights! Amazing! he has no rights but the right to be abused, to be whipped, to starve, to sulfer, and to die!! This idea of a Constitntion being
used as a death-warrant to execute human rights, is a horrid solecism!
incomprehensible, yea, a sublime absurdity; the greatest insult ever
offered to the human understanding; and certain men pretend such
is the Constitution of the United States. If the Constitution was an animated being, with reason and a voice, said MR, S., and were you to ask
her to speak and say, was she made to uphold slavery, and destroy
human rights, she would answer, "As to slavery I know not what you
mean by the word, I never used it in my life; I was born and brought lllto
this world for the single :purpose of protecting the rights of persons, defending men from the violations of their human rights, from invasion
from abroad, or forcefnl wrong on the soil. I know no one, except
as a person l)Ossessiug the rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, and for their protection I put forth my power. When the free men
and women of this country are counted as a basis of representation in
Congress and for Presidential Electors (Indians not taxed excepted), and
three-fifths of all other persons are to l)e counted, aud if States or individuals call those three-fifths slaves, serfs, or co1mec:ting links between men
and monkeys, and even treat them as such, I only know them as I do
the rest of mankind, as persons ; my eyes can only see men as persons,
my ears can only hear the cry of men as persons, possessed of natural
rights. I cannot be used to destroy the liberties of any innocent man. It
is not wifuin the range of my power, unless I am perverted to purposes
contrary to my instincts." Who dare affirm, says she, that l guarantee
slavery and make compromises for its support. Oh! says she, it is all
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false, it ia directly the reverse ; I guar.intee to each State a republican fonn
ef goveromcut, w!.(ch confers the equal right of hfe, libcny, and property
to earh innocent human being in each of the twenty-seven States; that
is my rigbt, my power, my nature, prerogative, scope, en<l, and object of
my existence; and slavery exists in 1l11s conntry to my nnntterable confusion, by my violation direct, and by reasou of rhe people of this land
havi11g refused to allow me to prostrate slavery through tue jndiciary or
Congress, under my guarautec of a rcpublicau form of government to the
States. Persons bound to service or labor by laws of oue State, I say,
shall not be withheld, but shall be delivered up on claim of him
to whom such. service or labor is due. Here I deal with per~ons
again. If the wife, the son, the daughter, the apprentice, the prisoner
from his bail, escape into other States, I order all of these persons
to be delivered to the husband, or tl1e father, or the master, or their bail,
to whom such labor and service is due, and for this purpose I am a perpetual treaty between the States, to accomplish these just objects, and save
the effusion oS blood. If, says the Coustitution, a slave is not a person
within the prorcctiou which I afford to all per~ous where I say" no person
shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law," then he is being l have no right to touch and deliver up, for I can
only deliver up persons bound to, or who owe service or labor as persons
and Tiot as slaves; and if these persons are slaves, then I am nn<ler the
most solemn promise and obligation not to explain away, l,ut to sec tl1at
slave-persons, if you please, are not deprived of life or liberty, without
due process of law, which must have been some distinct adjudication
that the being was a slave by a court, acting on the principles of the common law. No snch court has been or~anized in this land, no such jn<lgmeuts have been rendered. Jf he is witl11n the protection of the magnacharta
part of my chamcter, then I will not deliver tlie man to his master, as you
are pleased to call him, until a judgment of some kind, showing that the
man owes sen·ice to another, and has becu deprived of his liberty hy due
process of law. Some record of that kind must be shown, or l cannot
deliver him np.
Said MR. S., I demand that these persons be delivered up to enjoy their
liberty, on the ground of the declaration in the Constitution of the United
States declaring that "no person shall be de1.1rived of life, liberty, or prop.
erty, without due process of law." There is not a slave or servanr, so
held, of the four thousand of both sorts in New Jersey, but what axe
entttled to their liberty by the Constitution of the United .States.
Said MR. S., it is a curious and a ridiculous idea of eome, that our
fathers had secret thoughts of crime against man, which they had not the
courage to express, under the name of intentions, when they drafted the
Constitution of the United St.ates; and that we, out of respect to the
unrecorded, unwritten, villauous intentionP, and wicked wishes of our
venerable ancestors, should take those wicked thoughts and unrecorded
intentions of crime against the rights of man, as our Contsitmion, under
the idea of intention, rather than the beautiful text it.~elf, so full
oflife, liberty, and jnstice. Snid IIIR. S., the Coustitution of the United
States, on its own face, is safe, aud more to be relied on to explain its
own meaning with justice to the framers, adopters, and u1-, their posterity,
tnan all we could learn from each drafter and each adopter, could we
summon them before a court of justice to explain it as they understood
it, on the 4ch of March, 1789, the day it went into op€ration. To be
sure, if the adopters ever thought of slavery, they did not think to name
it, and must have supposed it near its end, :ui<l they did not wish to disgrace the nation by the admission tl,at so foul and base a thing ever existed. This is truly lamentable, to think the human mind is yet in such a low
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et.ate of civilization, that from this point to enter goose-hood, would be
elevation, and that me11 should delight to lay hold of absurd views, as the
one exposed, to justify themselves iu the perversiou of that 1?lorious
instrument, to some low and groveiling pnrpo,,e, pecuniary or political.
MR. S. ~aid that he felt mortified to think it should be necessary fot
him, in the 19th century, to stand in Republican America, the live-long
day, before one of the highest courts iu intellect, lenrni11g, and station,
to prove a human bein~ a man, and uot a thing. The proposition that
the colored people of this State held iu boudage, arc men, born free and
independent, by the law tlf nature, is one above all demonstration, outstrips all logical deductions, and addresses itself to our every perception,
for its truth, which can gain nothing from analogy, and borrow nothing from illustration, comparison canuot aid in its development, and
i;imiles cannot make it more clear to the human mind. Antiquity and
to-day utter the same response. lt is the same yesterday, to-day and
forever. Every degree oflatitu<le and longitnde renders the same verdict,
whether at Timbuctoo or at Trenton; whether in mind, or ia body, for
time or eternity, they are me11 and women, creatures of hope, ga:i:iug on
the same brigllr, strong, beautiful and ancient )leavens, 011 which Adam
and Solomon, Daniel and Paul, Copernicus and Columbus, turned their
admiring eyes; the frames of colored men, their human countenance
divine, containing the same uncrased lineaments, vindicating in celestial
heraldry the grandeur of their descent, the greatness of their originshowing that GoJ is their Father, that all men are brethren of oue bloo<l.
that the sweets oflife, the joy of liberty, the hope and pursuit of happiness, are the gifts of the Great Father, to all, and each of his children,
with a po,ver and privilege for ever to climb the ascending heights of
eternity, through the merits of His Son, increasing i11 happiness and
koowleclgc, through the endless dny of Heaven.
Said MR. S., the greatest :umounceme11t affecting the interest~ of man
ever made since the advent of the Redeemer, was the synopsis of the
riglits of man, made by the immortal signers of the Declaration of Independence, on the 4th day of July, 1776.
The announcement was antagouistic to the opinions of all former ages,
and the then existing powers of this world. Russel, Siduey, Milton,
Cromwell, and Locke, were permitted to ascend the mount of discovery,
and behold, as by prophetic sight, in the land of the setting sun, beyond
the vast Atlantic, a people asserting what these philosophers lie!ieYcd; that
all men were created free and equal, and postiessetl of certain inalienable
rights, amongst which were life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
What they hoped for man, we have i<ecu and heard. When this sublime
declaration was made on the 4th of July, 1776, it was high treason, and
political atheism, in every other Government on earth.
To all other governme11ts with birth-born kings, birth-born legislators,
birth-born judges, this declaration of the American revolutionists was a
thousand time:; more formidable, said MR. S., than war or revolution
itself. This was n great fundamental proposition, placing all men on a
level, and as equal~, in the start of the journey of existence; stating the
value, the riches of their elemental capital, which no iusolve11cy could
divest, no bankruptcy carry away. ~Javery, or the inheritable dominion
of man over man, with its complicated train of truckling depeudencies,
artificial distinctions, the iron-railing of caste, were in one day, by the
great proposition of the 4th of July, struck down as false in principle.
This was the sentiment of a New World, anti the signers of the great
human being postulatum, spoke for themselves, and the unborn nations of
this great coutinent, representing this great Americanism of the new
hemisphere, The glorious sound went careering through the world, that
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all men are created free and equal. The l\faF<saclmsetts slave heard it'!
music, and joined in the chorus, and his freedom was confessed. The
slaves of New York and Pennsylvania listened to the joyful acclaim; the
man-chattel of New Hampshire caught the still-small voice, and joined in
thanks to Heaven, that all were free. Congress caught the sound, and
said, the African slave-trade shonld cease on our part for ever, and that
no slave should tread the States of Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and
the territories of Wisconsin and Iowa. The angel of deliverance fiew
with the mighty scroll in her right hand over valley and mountain to the
vast lands of Mexico, and proclaimed from the summit of her smoking
volcanos, that all men were born frpe and equal; and in one day, 50,000
black slaves, and two millions of enslaved 1udiru1s, in their repartime11tos,
in the mountains, in the mines, in the workshops, and on the roads, in
their chains, heard the glorious decree, aml they all in chorus joined, and
sung, " that all men are created free and equal," and in that instant they
stood up free. The angel cried again in Guatimala and Peru, from the
depth of the blue heavens, " that all men were created free." The black
anti red slave heard his voice, from the mountain and the mine, the
hill and the hollow, that all men were created free and equal, and their
fetters fell from their deli\·ered hands as they lifted them to Heaven; and
then they sung, "all me11 are created free and equal," for they were
free.
Along upon the mig11ty Andes the angel flew, and from Chimborazo's icy
top, she cried again so loud a11d long, that the tens of thousands of poor
bondsmen of Chili heard, some in those unvisited regions, subterranean,
damp, dreary, digging gold ore and veins of silver, far under the floor of the
roaring Pacific, who never saw light; while others were delving in the
depths and bowels of the Audes, to satisfy the accursed thirst of gold; others
in smelting-houses loaded with chains; others driving, as serfs, their master's
flocks of goats and sheep on the mountain's side,and the loaded mule along;
others with loads upon their heads, in the rounds of common life, who wore
out their being for thankless masters; others to galleys chained; others
bound to posts, whose backs were being scourged ; other<' in a defer.
ential form were listening to the raging words of graceless masters. All
heard the long, the loud trumpet sound, " that all men were created free
and equal." All around the whips and fetters fell, aud in one joyful
bour, in time, up went the glorious chorus of response from men who
were slaves no more, who said and snng "all men are created free and
equal." The joyful proclamation, by the angel made, and the sublime
chorus, and humanity's reply, rolled over the great mountain, mid down its
eastern slant, ancl the slaves of Guayaquil, Columbia, Venezuela, and
Bolivia, learnt to sing the holy notes, "that all men are created free and
equal;" and in one day deliverance came to all these sons of sorrow and
of toil. The angel then to the West lndies flew, and the men of Hayti
said, throughout that fsland, all men are free, and one million stood up
enfranchised ; the anthem of deliverance was sung in each British Isle
on the 1st of August, 1838, aud 800,000 slaves in one moment became
800,000 British Freemen. The angel flew to the Cape of Good Hope, and
sung her celestial song, and in one day, 100,000 bondmen cried from the
Cape inland 600 miles East and West, from sea to sea, "we all arc free."
'The angel balanced on his pinions, flew and cried in the ears of the Bey of
Tunis, and in tl1e Egyptian Ali Pasha's, "that all men are created free and
equal." These sons of Mahomet heard, and the Heaven-made-decree obeyed, and in those lands of darkuess and of death, in one day each slave cried
out," I am free I lam free!" On the 1st of April, 1844, the angel of peace
and good will towards men, blew a louder and longer blast than he ever
yet had done ; it was heard over the hundred millions of the East Indies,
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saying" all men were created free and eqnal." In a moment the hereditary serf, the caP.te-m,irked million, and slaves by descent, for ages,
in all 12,000,000 tolcl,;started into life and joy, amicl~t rattling chains and
broketl fetters falling from tl1em, their eyes stremniug with tears, grateful
to Heaven as they flowed, and they all joi11ecl in the g-loriotL~ song which
they now snng, "that all men are created free," and" that they were
slaves no more!"
Said MR. S, we live in an abolition age, when the dungeons which
have inearceratetl suffering humanity, are ueing broken in, and unlocked iu
every corner of our benighted world, ancl the captive bid come forth;
and may I entreat this Honorable Court to i:;hare in the m1fading glory of
oeening this castle of slavery, Kew Jersey, with the key of the new Constitution, and the other keys he had the honor to submit to this Court,
by which to Jet oppressed men go free.
Here MR. S. closed his opening argumeut, having spoken until sLx
o'clock P. M.
The Court ,idjournecl until Thnrsday morning, at ten o'clock, A. M. The
Conrt met at ten o'clock A. M., on the 22d of May, and Chief Justice
HoRNUr,owER made a very able, eloquent, ancl affectiug address, to two
fine looking young men, who were sentenced to be executed in August
next, for the murder of Parke auclRasncr.
At eleven o'clock A. r.I., ivfa. ZAuR1s10:£ opcne1l his argnmcnt for the
defence of the Claimants of these person~, and spoke till half after one,
with a gooll cleat of talent ancl power. The Come adjourned until three
o'clock P. M. MR. ZAURISKIE resumed, and coucludetl at half after three,
P.M.
MR. BRADLF.Y, as Counsel for the Claimants, spoke with much energy
and ingenuity until five o'clock P. M., when he closed.
MR. STEWART replied from five o'clock P. M. to six. The Court
adjourned until seven, P. M., and Mn. STEWART spoke from seven P. M.,
until half after ten, and closed.
It is regretted that the argnments of Messrs. ZABRTSKIE and BRADLEY, could
not have been given at length, but many of the points which they macle
will appear in J\.fo. STEWART's reply. It is not expected we should
report all Mn. S. said, first antl last, in eleven hours of delivery.
Mn. STEWART said in reply, that he must express his gratttutle to the
learned Counsel, for the kind compliments paid to his intellect, by one
who had given us so strong evidence, that he himself enjoyed the singular
fortune of a fine mind, ernbelli~hecl with the ad vantages of n. :polished
education, and what he could not command from research, he might still
enjoy by the power of reflection.
Mn. S. said the learned Counsel had alluded to the fact, that the first
person they had seen alive, who was an abolitioniRt, in the county of
Bergen, was the person, who served these writs of Habeas Corpus, Mn.
PAr,,IF.R, and the Counsel gravely informs us, that the people did not tm·
and/ea/her him. Said MR. S., l suppose this statement is macle as a distinguished compliment to his neighbors in that county, and as the highest
proof they have ever given of their civilisation; and it is to be hoped they
may never, in an evil hour, fall below tllis high ,\·ater mark of their
advancing elevation. MR. Z.1.nmsuE has told us, to fright,m and almost
alarm us out of this effort in behatr of crushed men, and to make us leave
these slaves in the great man-trap, that if your Honors let those slaves
go free under yo1tr new Constitution, the Courts will be compelled to
hear arguments by wives and children, to be set free from the dominion
of their husbands and parents. The bare statement of so strange a proposition reliev-es me from a reply to it. The gentleman has endeavored
to alarm the sensibilities of the Court, by a parade of several distinct
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orders of modern philosophers, known under the name of Fouriers, AntiReuters, Socialists, Oweuir.e;;, Fanny Wrightcrs, Non-Resistants, and NoHuma11-Goverumeut-mcn, Dissolvers of the Union, Nullifiers, and lnfidels.
And he wonld wish to fasten the opinion upon the Court, that there is
some sort of relation between these philosophers' views and this dry law
question, which is, whether slavery •in the State of New Jersey, is a legal,
and lawful, institution or not. I confess I cannot discover any more relation between the philosophical dogmas of these different philosophers,
than there is propriety in the following question: "If it is two hundred
miles from this place to Boston, what is the amonnt of the first quarter's
salary of the Lord Mayor of London ?" I think when the pertinency of
one of these propositious is made manifest, the other will then appear.
But, said MR. S., as there have been several attempts to lock aud hook
together during the gentleman's reply, thiugs the mol'.t dissimilar and
uncongenial, I will take, if the Conrt permit, the present opportunity to
define the liberty party abolitionists' creed, a body of men "1.vl10, at the
late election, appeared to number about 62,500 voting men, of which body
the speaker was an humble member. The liberty pany aboliti011is1s, in
the United States, had beeu a political party, with its camlidatcs, ever
siuce April, 18.ao; and was formed from necessity, to overthrow slavery,
after having tried both of the old parties iu vain, each of the old parties
having a slaYe end to it, so it was impossible to get either to undertake
this work The liberty party hold the Constitution or the Uni:L'd States
to be, when pro11erly interpreted, an anti-slavery document, replete with
tendencies in favor of freedom; but that the slavcholding portion of this
country have sei~ed upon the reins of government, a11d perverted the Constitution's high intent, to the base purposes of sustaining, and iucrea,;ing
the power of slaveholders in every JlO-"Siule way, and have violated the
Constitution by employing it to :;auction slavery in many ways, and in the
overthrow of tlie right of petition. The liberty party abolitionists mean
to employ the Constitution, and in pursuance of its authority, and not contrary thereto, to overthrow slavery in every way, and hy all lawful means.
\Ve mean n.s a body, and it is a part of our creed, to cling to the Union o r
Confederacy under all circumstances, and never give it up; slavery in, or
slavery out, Texas in or Texas out: we hold on to the Union ancl every
acre of its soil, whether it be the sands of Georgia or the mountaius of
Vermont, for the exaltation, purification, and enfranchisement of this land
from slavery, rootaud branch. It is a cardinal principle from the begin~ing, never to vote for a slaveholder, or an apologist of slavery. but hold
1t om cluty to vote at every election for men for town, county, State, and
national officer.~, who will employ all lawful power to banish slavery from
the nation, for the sake of three millions of slaves compelled to work
wi thout wage;;, as ,veil as three millions of ignorant, poor, and misclwoled
whites in the Souch, the lazaroni of this continent, who are ruined by the
most abject poYerty, it Leiug disgraceful, for them to labor for wages by
the side of the slave. To ~ave six millions of human beings from mm
or desolation, or one-third of our countrymen, is the exact object of the
liberty party abolitionists, let it take ever so long to accomplish it. \Ve
have 110 motive for advancing the one, or retnrdin~ chc orher of the great
pnrtie~, as we me:111, it1 the end, to overthrow them both as soon as we can
get our conntrymeu to adopt out· belief; we are law-nbidiug an,! law-!"ustainin;; men, and there is 110 more connection betweeu the liberty rnrty
abolitioni~ts, and the li~t of philosophers jn!'-t enumerated, than there is
between the Chine,e wall and the Eric canal. \Ve believe in ~hort, a
man ha~ a better right to his own wife aml children, than any other man ,
nnd we 1--nppose the curse of slavery has, as a ma~s, nearly ruined the
n1e11 of the South, as well as the land of the slave States, and we wish to
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improve and save onr country and onr people, by our party organization
Ami my apology to the Conrt for this statement, defi11i11g our position,
is, said M1t. S., the attempt to injnre and dishonor as high-minded and
pure hod y of men as breathes, by maki11g them keep compauy with those
philosopher.s, however respecmhle they may be ; yet we have not chosen
their society, or opinions, in the prosecution of onr emerprisc. The
collnsel of rlefendant, said Mil. S, has attacked New York for calling
a State Convention,-! can see nothing ULTRA or radical, once in a
qnarter of a cemnry, in a State's reviewing the ground it has passed over,
1tnd thus lay hold of the improvements time suggc»ts, or Liriurrs to light,
for perfecting her great social c,lifice. The old way to amend the fabric
of government in gnropc, was 011 the Lattle-lield, amidst the cla1Lgor of
arms and roar of artillery, with bullets for yea~, and cannon balls for nays.
Mr. S. co11fes;;ed he much preferred. the mode adopted hy the State of
New York. The learned counsel, to get rid of the force of the lirstArticle
of the new Constitution of this State, says it is a mere abstraction, a rhetorical flourish, and is 11ot a part of the Constitution, in reality, uot binding
us to do anything. Said Mn. S., I should like to kno•.v where I am to
begin to read the new Constitution, and how much of it is to be rejected
as surplussage /
The other counsel, !\fa. BnADLF.Y, says this section of the Constitution
is a mere braggadocio, a mere relliug England that all men are free and
independent by nature, and it is so said, to let Eugland know that our
people know that we are as good as her Lords and Commons, Kings and
Queens, and that it grew ont of our revolutionary jealousy, of onr own
importance, when we lirst inserted it, in the Declaration of lndepeudence.
Said Mn. S., this is queer indeed! New Jer$ey, in her old Constitution, made
two days before the Declaration of ln,lepcudence, was perfectly silent
then ; when the reason for bragging might have operated, she is very
meek then ; not one worJ is said about human ri~ht,;; but 68 years afterwards in September, 18H, when all clanger 1s for ever passed, accordinoto the gentleman, New Jersey sticks np her bristles, ancl says, "I would
have you know, old England, yes, old John Bull, and yon Miss Victoria
Guelph, and Mr. Albert Cobnrg, that we are as good by nature, and as
intlepcndent as any of you, ye.<, that we be." But the !'Ober-minded, brave,
and considerate Jerscyman uever had snch a thought pass throuµ:h his
mind, at the time he voted for its adoption. He had too much regard for
his own dignity, and too 1m1ch respect for England, to employ himself in
such a miserable small game of swelling and surf-1nakiug, to elevate the
character of his country. The noble-minded Jer~cyman is willi11g that
other countries shonld amuse themselves with the Liaubles of kings,
queen..~, and lords, a~ national dolls and play-tl1i11gs, without considering
himself undervalued in the least by not being used for the same puerile
and harmless purpose by his own conntryme11; and the last place in the
world he would seek to curl the lip of scorn, would he in his own great
fondamental anti organic law, as'lertin~ his own freedom, dignity, and
indep:mdence. Said Mrt. S., :\IR. B. coutends that i\lo,;es' law sanctioned
slavery, and the buying the heathen aronud abom for money. Yes, there
was a kind of servitnde which looks like the buying the lieathcn by those
ancient Jcv1ts for mot1ev. Bnt, !;aid l\IR. S., the .Jewi..,,h govemmeut was a
decree, or order of ~ovcrnment, hegan with
theocracy, and every!
"Tims saith the Lord," as a:,;tanding formula; whether the <locnment, law,
or proc;larnation, came from tl1e eltlcrs, a kill!{, a a-erwral, or a high-priest,
from a good man, or bad one, whoever had occasion to employ the
character of the government, as tltnt was a theocracy, and these rnlcrs
always used "Tims saith the Lord," as a universal preface to the law.
All of Moses' laws were uot frorn God; but Moses' system was a code of
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particulars, some from God, and others from man. The Saviour settles
thls question iu the rase of that law of Moses, by which a man might
live with his wife, a month after marriage and if he did not like her, lllell
gave her a bill of divorcemeut, and sent her away, however virtuous and
he worthy. The Saviour says," Moses suffered it from the hardness of your
heart.s, it was not so in the beginning," &c. Now, said MR. S., this
month divorce; the ca"e of a Jew being permitted to take a cow, or an
ox, which had M1ddenly died, to the gates of the city, and there sell it to
the heathen and strangers to eat (forbidding the Jews to eat it), also the
case of taking interest of the heathen, and none of a Jew. Polygamy is
a fourth ease, and the fifth is a man's maki.ug his captive into a wife, living
with her as 1011g as he pleased, and theu setting her adrift, as in
the 21st chapter of Deuteronomy, all of these cases have thus "Saith
the Lord," as much as good laws. These Jaws Moses suffered this
ignorant people to adopt as a matter of expediency, but they were not
the laws of God, bnt are properly recorded, as our laws formerly in New
York were, in favor of lotteries, and regulatiug Long Island horse-races.
But the terrible injustice of these laws, JJroves that man was their author,
and not God; but they are recorded under the general appellation of
"thus saith the Lord," because the Government was a Theocracy. This
Tiew, MR. S. believed necessary, to vindicate the purity and glory of
God. There was a law of Heavenly origin which said, "whoso stealeth
a man shall snrely die or be put to death," which form he did not recollect, and is fonud in these same chapters. He, Ma S., did not see how
that law of God C"oulcl be reconciled with American 1,lavery; for every
man and woman, or his or her ancestor, had been stolen in this country.
Again, if slavery is a Bible and Ileaveuly institution, we should not be
opposed to it in the abBlract, as the defendant's counsel are, but everything
should be done to foster and encourage it, and their honors should re~ign
their seats rather than decide in l\1R. S's favor, however plain the new
Constitution or other thiJ1g might be for the slave; for if the Bible countenances slavery, it is abstractly right, and the plaintiff's counsel commits a great sin in opposing slavery in the abstract, which tbey intend to
atone for by going with all their might for it practically, and thus purge
themselves for opposing what the Bible sustains in the abstract and concrete. If it is a Bible institution, which we have been abolishing in
New England, New York, and Pennsylvania, let tL5 repent in dust and
a.shes, and run down all the colored, the weak, the young, the Irish, the
English, and the strangers on their first arrival; and catch our few suffering Indians, who arc still straggling as wanderers among their fathers'
graves. and make them all into slaves, and their posterity in the free
States; and thus secure the blessings of Heaven, that are J)Oured out so
bountifully on Virginia, Maryland and the Carolinas.
Mr. S. said that of all remarkable arguments for ingenuity! he had
heard one urged by both of his learned and ingenious adversaries, and,
in fact, the main one, on which they sought to continue the institution of
slavery, in this State, which !'llrprised, yes, ast?nished him, by_its subtl~ty
and cruelty. In the 1st section of the 10th Article of the new Const1tut1otl
of New Jersey, among other things, it says," The common law and s~tu_te
laws now in force, and not repug11ant to this Constitution, shall remam m
force until they expire bv their own limitation, or be altered or repealed
by the legislature; and all writs, actions, causes of action, prosecntions,
contracts, claims, and rights of iltdivicluals, and of bodie~ corporate, a!tcl
<.>f the State, ancl all charters of incorporation, shall contmne, and ii.II mdi~tmcnts which shall have been found, or may herea~ter be f~un~ for any
crune or offence committed before the adoption of tb1s Consutuhon, may
be proceeded upon. as though no change had taken place.''.
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The point the dcfcnclant's counsel would raise. is this; ndmitting that
the new Con,-titntion has al>olishcd the old slave law,-,root and branch, 11s
being "rcpu~naut" to the new Constitution; 1-11ll under the uarnc of
·' claim,- ancl rights of i11d1viduals" which" sho1dtl ('(llltiunc," th,· rights of
•,1aster a11cl -;]a\'C aw l,oth pre~erv<"tl 111 tli(; lf't H't·tion of th0 10th Article
of the new Con~titntio I under lhP head of "r1!.!h " 11rcsa1·c [;· a3 defendant's coun~d c011ceud. The comi,el I irrht•r contcml for rlcfcmlaut.~. that it 1,gooct law withom '-IU'h saving clan•c in the Const1t11tio11; and that all right,
are presL•n·,1cl, not,1·ithHta11ding const1t11tion, lw,;t1lti to them oil it,face, has
abolislwd rlw laws whi,·h neate<I the ri~h1l', 111 so 11i:111vword~, lot idem verbi~.
8aid MR R, ! deny 1llPsc propo:c<jtion,; in toto, as ."tpplic>cl 10 a case ot
s!a\'cry. Ue,~n·ed Ylf{lil~ ! said i\ln. :--., they would be rc<~rt·t<I tl'Tnn!jS! and
npon that pri11ciple a State conld not abolish slaver), as for 111<tance, suppose ;:,;01tth Carolina makes a new Constitution, and aholishPs slavery,
and with, or without a reservation of the rig!tts of the citizc111<; accordingLO the argument we h<•ar, the rights of the ma~tcr arc all tnkcu np and
JJresern:il in the new Co11Mitution, to the serviccl< of the slan•~; the right,
of sale of labor, or sale of the slaves, or their otJ:..pring, arc the same a1<
hefore. Ther alter this Constitution again, and rc-as,erc, ten years afterwards, that slavery shall ue\·er cxi~f. in South <'arolina; but the planter
i;miles at the imbecility of the Co11vc11tiou, and say.~, althong-h they have
for the sl'eoud time abolished i;lavery by the Constitntion, all(! all law1<
which maintain it, yet according to the arg:nments of the dcfcndant'icounscl, m l'-ew JerHcy, my rig:hts arc all prc,cn·ed to the ~la\'cs, anti
that is all I a.~k; and furthermore. say~ he, it is curio11s to SN! how the
body of this ~!orion» ini-;tittttion of slavery snrviv<'s its own dPcapitatiou
They l':\1111ot. says he, abolish slavery, even in a Constitnt.in11 made on
purpose, bt1t the Divine right-, of ,slavery will 1<nrvivc, and rid!' ,·arcering
over all hum:m attempts at their :mnihilntion; :111<I what, says the Soitrh
Carolina planter, is th<' p,wnliar bi>auty of this propositiou,1, . tliat hy the uui\'ersal :ulims;;ion of all Jurists, slavery t·au only c'\ist h}' positirl' law, for if,;
support.; hnt, snrshc, I have now discnvc>red how it may exi,;t withontpositive law for its support, hut in ,l<•a<lly opposition to the most stringent
organic Constitutional Law, for its l'lltire abolition and exprl's;,, dPstruction.
Once in a uation,and a1loptcd by law.no form of law cnu banish it.as it lives
under the name of a "ri!~ht preserved;" ye!>, it live,; and llourishcs with
an endless life. It is the real" live-for-ever." Yes, if this ar.~ument is
sound, rite most mon!!trous wrong in the universe, for whose destruction
a. new Constitution was expressly made, 0onrishes and prevails; yes,
lo! the melancholy spectacle is presented to the astonished world, that
althou~h the laws su;,,taining slavery are all abolished, yet slavery has a
more :;olernn and formidable protection, as a reserved right, than it ever
had before, and thllt too in the bosom of its own executioner. The counsel, I have 110 doubt, hopes the shrewdness of this argument will be its
apology for want of solidity. The master never had a single just right to
the slave, and the Constitution no more preserves any for him, than it docs
the turnpike for highwaymen, the treasure in my house for a thief, or
the thoughtless young heir, for a prey to black-lcg:s and sharper:<.
)fa. S. said, after this view of tlus question had been taken, he should
consider the co11cessio11 virtually made, that slavery was rcpn~nant to the
aew Constitution; that the Massachttsetts decision ended this cause, if
goo ti ant hority. Bnt slavery had been spoken of by the defendant's counsel with g-rcat resrcct. Said .\In. 8., I regard it as the cur,-e of the ~ation.
Virginia, at the time of the fir;:t census, in 1790, had more than double
the inhabitants of the :-.talc of New York: now it is sadly revcr,;ed, New
York has abont douhle tlmt of Virginia. Virginia, with nearly double the
territory of New York, uud more good land than New York, situated in the
most benignant climatll, to Le found under the bright Heavens, penetrated
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witl1 lar.::e b:,yl'-, a:Hl lwautiful, nolih~. an<l navi,vablc rin·rs, str<'lching to the
111etror:.ih~ •·, our!:, ul, ,1·,1shed l•y tlie 01,io; no h111tl wi,o;;c mo1lllta111s are
mow ruuly to l>ur~t with their 1mueral wc~.lth than her':-; \\'ho~l' lead, iron,
1•11al, ..ind ,:opp,-r. lil' 11,iardt•tl in tl10,;e beautiful mnuutains, in value beyond
the co1<1[Hltatic,11fS of 111,111hr•r~, or rh,· dreams of a\'aricc But that wealth
slwll 11,·n>r liu l'.,plore,l, raisbl, orcnjoycrl Ii) tho palsied arm of ~lan•ry.
!\o, it h re,crvcd for 1he vigor of the fn•cman·s ~trc11g1h; 11ot dii,;honorcd
l>r the bliµ-ht of 1111p;ial lalwr: tho:;e trea~nru,: ,viii ouly come at the call
of houowd a11,l frc,c labor.
Look at lnnHlreds of thons:rn<l:; of acrei:s of fair and valuable land in
Western'\ ir,::,i11ia, which wonl,l make beautifnl fanrns, when free lalior
~hall he honorl'<I, now sold at six cents, ten cents, and twenty-five ce11t.s
an aern. l,ook at hundreds of old farms within forty an,l fifty mile;;
of Wa$hi11'.!;ro11, to lie• ,-olcl from S-t to ~JO per acre•, with their <lilapidate<l build in;;::-, covere,1 with mortgage's aml tnu;t dec,Js; tl,e. same
'.and, "lan:ry abolishl'cl, and freemen to cultivate, wonl<l he worth from
S30 to $3U pl·r a.-rl'. Look at whole rl'gions and portious of rotrnties
abandon<',!. "" c·mumons, in old Eastern Yirgi11ia, where you may ridt, for
hour~, without meet in~ an inhabitant. in the lower co1111tics of this f'wtP,land yet hcautifnl, if ih power:; of fccnndity were truly clernloped by freemen, on<'e th seats ofjoyfiil ho~pitality ol the last century, no,, a:-; "ilellt
us the rnins of J'almna ,llld Babylon. The young growth of timber coming- up, tlw \\ 1ld anfnrnb re:s11mi1,g their :uicicnt dominion, 1he traveller
from the old worlcl, as he mea,-,urecl his lonely stPps 01·c·r the;.e for"ake11
abode,- of tn( 11, \\'ould irnp1ir<' what <lc~olating wan, J,avc co11su1necl the
son" and daughrers of thb fair land? in what Chronielcs ~hall jt J1,~ fouud,
or what rnnre than I,'.g-yptian plah'llC has been and hcrea1·ed the"' 11nc11l1ivat.c,l lauds of 1l1cir 1iro1'rietors, and has left the fox to come in at th~,
windc,w, 11n<l rlu, md IO lwnt :tr noon, antl, ppointed the stork. th<' r,11·e11,
thl· cornwra111. ;ill(! hitrr•ri1, to perform the lw~pitalities of these dilapiclatC'd honws of cl~part<·d 111c11 ? Ala.s' tlw l"llr1'C of the ~lan··s foot-print has
been hcrr, llllrl' \1·,mlt·<l toil has !,c•e11 here, inalienable ri;!l1ts have bce11
cloven do\\'n here, man has ranked with the ox, iu the market, here; marriage-right,-; \\'<'re trodden under foot here ; the father who bC'got, and the
mother who l>orc the son and the d,rnghter, had 110 right,; in their children hcrc; men had no ritd1t to cultivate their immonal minds here; justice
and mercy had 110 abode· /,ere; free labor was dishonored /,ere; the la~h,
th•! fc,tter ·,md the chain, ruled here; and at last, hunger expelled the opprcl"sor from hi" home here.
Said MR. S., the splcnclid ancl prin<'cly plantation of George "·ashing;ou, the Father of hi,- c·ommy, presc·nts in forty-five year.- one of the mo~t
melancholy and n:1mukable instances of that ,caseless Yigilance of l'ro,·idence whic-lt p1l!'s11es i1,justic,~ with nuerring- certainty, from year to
year, nud at last o,·ertakcs ,11ul awards the punishment affixed to fnnda1oe11t~l ,·iolations of the gr('at rights, which the F,tther of all has in tl,c
welfare of his ahus<'cl t'hildren.
Thousands of a<'rcs, a11<l money in vast amount, unitccl in the official
station of 1'wsidem. this plantation lying within ;;ome ten or tll'dn•
miles fro111 the three beantifnl C'ities of Gcorgctow11, \\'a~hington :rnd
Alexandria, partly HITiOllJHled by the majestic Potomac ri,·cr, bearing
011 its commercial bosom ,-,hips from the ends of the world, fn,ightecl
with every hnman \\'ant, this plantation \\·as reacly to ship at it.,; O\\ n
door, cvPry rcdnnclancy it bore at rcmunC'rating pric(';,. The ambition of
Ceneral \V,tshim.;ton d :1ring the last years of his retirl'ml'nl was to make
this favored place, with his hundred "lave~, his abounding wealth, tlw
great pattern plantat,011 of this continent. Having done much to see his
high purpo~c acrrnuplishcd, in DC'f'emher, 1i99, he <lied, having cma11c1pat:id his sla\'Cs by his will. Judge BusLrod Wa:ohington, his nephew,
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with a large fn. tily of slave", • irh ·1 salary of $-1500 from the Un11cd
Stat.!,- a, Jml·•c for hfo, ~m·,-.,~ luu hr~ Ill11,1rion:- nucle; au<l in 1819 or
th ·n,;d,0111.,. ma IC' a lar(;c sat,· of .,um<;: tl,irty tu fifty slavc•s, lJt•ing near
one•k1lt. Tlic 1.;,tion 11as imca-l' l ·1t the act; his\111hhc apolo~r wa~,
that he w,i, eompclle1I tu sell part to :-.11pporr the• re.st, am! t!Jus rhc pro•
ees, ofw1li11·opf!p,,1~·i, or 111a111•uri11c: man, i11diredlvcomr1w11cerl; the cultivario:1 \\ as m1s1•rnl,lr• and the hushes e1wroar·!teil; some fiel<l,; hy 182~
or IS:!IJ at Ilic time of the Jn<lg<•',; d1•ath beg:lll to he givcu up. John A.
Washin~ton. the nephew of the Jml~e. succeeds, the woods still gained,
lield afr,•r ti<'hl, unrler ,;la\'e and 111a-.;tcr', culrivation, went h:wk to primllrnl fore,t. Aud about 18:l9 or' IO Colonel Wa~hiugton died, and i.Ji
the mouth of April or :\fay, 18-12. the widmv and her cliildren 11·ere like
Adam and Eve from l'amdise drin,n ollt. "(;reat Burnam Woo,l had
t·ornc to D1msinauc" as in ?>lachcth; the door was Jocked, the gale wa8
shut, sla1·ery's <·nrse aucl the wilderness had expelled them from thi.~
ancient honw of America'i; gret,t mau. This is ,,.Ja\'cry, sooucr or later,
i,verywhl'rc; the ,·nrse of Hcavcll is 11pon it.
!I-JR. :-i. said. tL would be a fr~ud 011 the people of i'it'w .Jcr><cr, so to
con.strne their ne,,· Crrn~titntion, as the dl'frudaurs cot111,-pl hac.l con1e1Hlcd.
There was not on-e in fif1t:en of the sc,·cnl\'-tlwn~and who voted for
it,, adoption, who wonld not ~lor~· and f<'el ele\·at.:d by the m·t. To sec
th,·sc poor bomlm,,n aad their ehildrl''l frl'C, 111ust he, matter nf joy to all.
The arg111ne11t tltey \\·r,nld not be H> w,•11 on; 1s too !-<tale to he u~cd it1
l 'l 15 i11 Nuw Jcr.sey. For if the ar!!nment prove,; anything it proves too
11111c·'.1, au I that it wo11l1l he benu for th, l,!'rc•a• mns" of 111a11ki1Hl to he
:-;la\•cs, aud that t is a dr,~irabJ,, i1i'lit11tio11. On that point I have uo
more to say exc••pt 1hat tho~l' who bl'lit·rn ,sneh ,[octri11l's c:-:.n ca-.dy pm
them~clve" and fotuiliP~ in po•~••s::;iou (If it, hle,s_,iugs. as !-C'Veral of JIH,
sla,·c !:itatl's ar-: so l,i11d a;; not to refu,c to th<bC of Anglo-8axou descellt
the p,·mlwr p;-ivilcge~ of that plerwrnl•'JIOh•11 imt1/utw11.
To illnstrate one of tlie ahhorrc11t featnrcs of the in.,titntiou in the slam
8rnte;:;, l\fa !-in:\\-_\RT, adl'erLiug to one of th,· positiou:-. of the oppo,:.irc
eonnsel, suppose,! tlw following case. •\11 old mau, isaicl lw, whom we
will call Tinkt>m, lived in Trc11to11, ouec upon a time, and 11ot lH.'i11g long for
this world, called hi~ ten sou,-: around hi111 an,\ tohl them, }Iv :-ous, I have
but little to give you of worldly pro1•~rty, and, th<'l'tfore, in order to ::;tart the
live oldc,;t of yon comfort;.iblr iu this lift.. [ give each of them oue of
their five younger 1.,rothcr.:<, to u<· hi.-s propcrty,-in other words, his s1ave
for life, a1id hi,-, posterity nfter him. Aud you, the fiye yonngest of my
scrns, rnnst l,e th(' "1aves of vonr elder brothers. I do thi,; i11 conformity
with rite usage of the citi1/.Pl1" of a large 11n111ber of the ~!ates of this
Union! Hut tlic elde,;t ,on sav"," Father, \\·hat are the ridit" and prerogati\·cs which ,n• shall, in that ,·as<•. po""'-'"" over onr onr :-la,·c brothers!"
· "Oit;' said the olcl mau ... yon will wdlll'l' them to chattels, or cattle,liYing, hreatliin~ propcrty,-that ball. It is perfcetly legal, aud you will
1.,c protected in the enjoyment of yonr property; yon are no lougcr to
regard them as sentient ueiugs; yon arc to dl'prive them of all ,•ducatio11,
except the cart-whip iustructiou; yott arc to make them !mow aml feel
that their evcrv moment 1s to bCl n'g-ulatr>d l,y your wish and will, a11,I
that they are ,-·uhJet·t to he sold, aurl worked, lrn!<band apart from wife,
imd wifo from lut:<band; and their c·hil,lren from hoth. 80, now, my
"uns, takP vonr Flavcs, aud hP!:!;nnc !" Now (c:ontinned ::\111. Sn:w,un),
the Horv of this ltorribl,) dee,l rcacll('d thl' car,-; of the citi:r.eu~ of Trcnto11,
and the sa11ctu1w, of its eJitor.,. A bnr,-;t ofi1idignation j;; the con~eqncnre.
8vcrybrnly and c,·ery press exclaims " mou~ter ! mouster: monster!"
with one voice. It is takc•1 up by the people, and the prc~s of Philadelphia an<l New York, and lan1-:nagc grows weak, and imagination
weary, searching for fitting epithets in which to condemn the foul and
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damning act of this heartless old villain, Tinkcm of Trenton! Men come
from a prodigious distance to get a sig-ht. of :so much moral defom1ity,
existin:! in a ,;ingle man. The phrenologists come to examine his craniologieal developments, wondrring what manner of man-monster he can
be; and the whole nation rmgs with the story, and but one opi11ion i!'
cxpres,-c1I, everywhere, in public and in private,- and. that of horror
and astonishn,rnr. Bnt, your honors, pause in your honest outburst of
iuclignation. Old Tinkcrn stand,; cxcn~ccl, in view of the fact that not a
week comrs nncl goes in the rc;;ions of the s1111ny somh, that. dot.'!; not
furni,sh a parallel to his co11duct. A slavel10ldi11g fatl1C'r there give» the
children of his own body, by his l•ond-woman, to be slaves for life, to
his children by his frec-woman,-1 mean, hi:< wife! It is done in twelve
States om of the sernn and t\\'enty of \\'hich this Union is composed,
whenever the father wishes to c1ulow hi:s heir out of hi.~ possessions.
And this I hold to be ,;Javery in the length and breadth of its flagitiousncss;
it is yet but one phase of its abonndiug villany. The picture is ,startling,
frightful, rcvoltin~; but it is neither ovenlra,vu, nor too highly colored.
MR. 8. replied to several subordinate points made, a11d authorities
cited by the counsel of the defendants, which it is not supposed would
materially improve the report of the argument. What is further said is
a part of a report malle of what l\!R. 8. said, by Mr. Otis, reporter of the
New York Evening Express, and what followed .Mn. STEW,1nT's close is
the re11ort of Mr. Otis also.
Mn. STEWART drew his remarks to a close by appealing to the Court
very earnestly as to the high and solemn duty left to them to perform.
It is yonrs, may it please your honors (he said), lo put the last, the finishing stroke upon sla,•ery, in one of the noblest old States of this gloriouF
confederation. It is an honor which yott should covet. Let 110 man
take it from yon. Leave it not to other hands to finish so noble a
work. \\'hat wonlcl the world l'-ay, to ~ee a case like this, argnccl as it
has been before this Court for two <lays, with the full light of this blcsse,J
and glorious Con,stitution shedding its rays upon it, turnr•<l off aml decided
against liberty, npou the worse than cloubtfol authority ot u few extinct
and exploded s1atutes, which stand repealed in your code by the voice
of the people speaking throu~h a Convention of their choice,-the acts
of which they have al8o confirmed by their f\olemn votes? May it please
your honors, I cannot believe that such will be your decision. I have
too mt1ch faith in my kind for this. I feel that New Jersey will hold up
the hands of this Court in coming to the support of freedom and of free
institutions ill her borders.
Never can the act be regretted. Conscience will approve it. Time
wi.11 approve it. Death-bed reflection will approve it. Eternity and
heaven will appro,•e it. It has been long, too long postponed. But it i,1
not too late to come up, manlike, statesmanlike, patriotlike, godlike, and
declare that it is indeed true, in the language of your now organic law,
t hat within all your pleasant borders, at least, all mankind are, by nature,
entitled to perfect freedom in the 11osscssion of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness !
After i\1R. STEWART resumed his scat, there was a pause Cif some duration. The scene was quite impressive. The auditory was numerous
and highly respectable, and such was the impre:,sive11c~,; wllh which the
closing appeal of the advocate for freedom was delivered, that. 110 one
seemed to like to be the first to break the spell his eloquence had cast
npon the assembly. At length, the Bench arose, tl,c Cluef Justice adjourned
the Court until to-morrow morning, aud the he.iring of the ca.~cs which
have occupied our attention for these two clay~ pa~t was terminated.
The decisions therein will probably bu given i;omc time during the next
term of the Court.
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